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Abstract. This paper studies nonparametric identification and estimation of causal effects

in centralized school assignment. In many centralized assignment settings, students are sub-

jected to both lottery-driven variation and regression discontinuity (RD) driven variation.

We characterize the full set of identified atomic treatment effects (aTEs), defined as the

conditional average treatment effect between a pair of schools, given student characteristics.

Atomic treatment effects are the building blocks of more aggregated notions of treatment

contrasts, and common approaches estimating aggregations of aTEs can mask important

heterogeneity. In particular, many aggregations of aTEs put zero weight on aTEs driven

by RD variation, and estimators of such aggregations put asymptotically vanishing weight

on the RD-driven aTEs. We develop a diagnostic tool for empirically assessing the weight

put on aTEs driven by RD variation. Lastly, we provide estimators and accompanying

asymptotic results for inference on aggregations of RD-driven aTEs.
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1. Introduction

There is a rapidly growing empirical literature studying centralized school assignment.1

Generally speaking, there are two sources of identifying variation in a large class of cen-

tralized school assignments (Abdulkadiroğlu et al., 2022). First, the assignment mechanism

itself could involve random assignment, where schools assign random priorities to students.

Comparing lucky students who receive favorable priorities at a particular school to those

less fortunate, for instance, estimates the causal effect of the school. Second, a large class

of assignment mechanisms satisfy a cutoff structure in terms of running variables (e.g. test

scores). Comparing students whose test scores are just above the cutoff at a certain school

to those whose test scores are just below estimates causal effects as well.

In some settings, both lottery and regression-discontinuity (RD) variation are available to

the researcher. Some schools may use lotteries to rank potential enrollees, and others may

rank them on test scores. In many such settings, these school priorities are then combined

with student preferences to compute the student-proposing deferred acceptance matching

(Gale and Shapley, 1962). In such cases, researchers often estimate aggregate causal quan-

tities, such as comparing a set of treatment-condition schools to a set of control-condition

schools, pooling over both lottery and RD variation.

These aggregate estimates provide convenient summaries of causal effects, but potentially

mask the rich heterogeneity in school choice settings by pooling over many different causal

contrasts. For one, they pool over student-school combinations that are subjected to lot-

tery and RD variation. For another, they pool over many pairwise school comparisons in

binarizing schools into treatment and control conditions. Aggregate causal estimands are of-

ten interpreted as simple average treatment effects between treatment-condition schools and

control-condition schools. However, these estimands can blend together treatment effects

of different nature on particular subpopulations of students, which calls for more nuanced

interpretations.

Economically, heterogeneity along RD variation versus lottery variation could be mean-

ingful. Consider the comparison between a school s1 that uses lottery priorities and a school

s2 that uses test scores. Lottery variation identifies causal effects between these two schools

for the subpopulation of students who would be matched to s1 on some draws of the lottery

and matched to s2 on other draws. For deferred acceptance mechanisms, all such students

must prefer s1 to s2: Those who prefer s2 would never be matched to s1 regardless of the

1See, among others, Kapor, Neilson and Zimmerman (2020); Agarwal and Somaini (2018);
Fack, Grenet and He (2019); Calsamiglia, Fu and Güell (2020); Angrist, Hull, Pathak and Walters
(2020); Beuermann, Jackson, Navarro-Sola and Pardo (2018); Abdulkadiroğlu, Angrist, Narita and Pathak
(2017a, 2022); Abdulkadiroğlu, Pathak, Schellenberg and Walters (2020);
Abdulkadiroğlu, Angrist, Narita, Pathak and Zarate (2017b); Bertanha, Gallegos, Luflade and Mourifié
(2022); Kirkeboen, Leuven and Mogstad (2016); Angrist, Hull, Pathak and Walters (2021).
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outcome of the lottery. If student preferences select positively on gains, the causal contrasts

identified by the lottery variation represent subpopulations with more favorable potential

outcomes under s1.

This paper seeks to understand and unpack the rich heterogeneity in school choice mech-

anisms. Our first contribution is to characterize the set of atomic treatment effects (aTEs)

that are identified. We define an atomic treatment effect as a conditional average treatment

effect between two schools, conditional on student preferences, student test scores, and other

student characteristics. Atomic treatment effects are the building blocks of more aggregated

causal contrasts: Any meaningful average treatment effect (ATE) is a weighted average over

aTEs. Characterizing identifiable aTEs leads to certain observations about the nature of

identifiable treatment contrasts, such as the fact in the previous paragraph—lottery varia-

tion between a lottery and a test score school is driven by students losing the lottery at the

more-preferred lottery school.

One particularly concerning observation is that common aggregate treatment effects that

pool over lottery and RD variation asymptotically put zero weight on the atomic treatment

effects identified by RD variation. The reason is simple: Since RD variation can only occur

at a cutoff, atomic treatment effects identified by such variation condition on a “thin” set of

student characteristics that have population measure zero (Khan and Tamer, 2010)—namely,

those students with scores at a cutoff. Translated to estimation, this means that the number

of students contributing to RD-type variation is a vanishing fraction compared to the number

of students incident to lottery-type variation. As a result, treatment effect aggregations that

weigh each student equally put vanishing weight on the RD-identified aTEs. Fortunately,

in finite samples, the weight on RD variation need not be zero, and we introduce a simple

diagnostic for bounding the weight put on RD-identified aTEs.

Beyond making sure coarse aggregate treatment effects do not blend together aTEs in some

unreasonable and unexpected fashion, researchers may be interested in finer aggregations

of aTEs. Our second contribution is the asymptotic theory for estimating RD-identified

treatment contrasts. Relative to the existing literature (Abdulkadiroğlu et al., 2022), our

asymptotic theory more accurately captures the fact that cutoffs depend on the data in

finite samples, and only converge to fixed quantities asymptotically. We accommodate the

data-dependent cutoffs and find that first-order asymptotic behavior of local linear regression

estimators is unaffected.

This paper is applicable to any setting in which school assignments are made using deferred

acceptance-like algorithms and researchers seek causal identification based on the centralized

assignments (Beuermann et al., 2018; Abdulkadiroğlu et al., 2017a; Bertanha et al., 2022;

Kirkeboen et al., 2016; Angrist et al., 2021). It contributes to a growing methodological lit-

erature on causal inference in centralized school assignment settings (Singh and Vijaykumar,
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2023; Bertanha et al., 2022; Munro, 2023; Abdulkadiroğlu et al., 2022, 2017a; Narita, 2021;

Narita and Yata, 2021). This paper is most related to Abdulkadiroğlu et al. (2022). We

complement their work by investigating the ramifications of heterogeneous treatment effects

on their identification strategy and by formally characterizing the set of atomic treatment

effects identified by centralized school assignment. Our results also imply that the regression

estimator proposed by Abdulkadiroğlu et al. (2022) estimates a treatment effect that puts

vanishing weight on the RD-identified aTEs, though nevertheless it appears the weight on

RD-identified aTEs is nontrivial in finite samples in their setting.

This paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 introduces notation, setup, and a class of school

choice mechanisms. Section 3 defines atomic treatment effects and characterizes those that

are identified. Section 4 proves asymptotic properties for local linear regression estimators

for RD-driven aggregate treatment effect estimands. Section 5 concludes.

2. Model, school choice mechanisms, and identification

Consider a finite set of students I = {1, . . . , N} and a finite set of schools S = {0, 1, . . . ,M}.
The schools have capacities q1, . . . , qM ∈ N. Assume that the school 0 represents an out-

side option and has infinite capacity. Each student i ∈ I has observed (by the analyst)

characteristics Xi. Xi contains characteristics that are relevant for the assignment mecha-

nism.2 For each student i and each school s, there is a potential outcome Yi(s), representing

the outcomes of the student if assigned to school s.3 The assignment mechanism takes in

X1, . . . , XN and produces matchings Di = [Di1, . . . , DiM ]′, such that Dis = 1 if and only

if i is matched s, and (D1, . . . , DN) satisfies capacity constraints at schools.4 The analyst

observes Yi =
∑

sDisYi(s), Di, and Xi for every individual.

To embed this setup into an asymptotic sequence, we assume that (Xi, Yi(0), . . . , Yi(S))

are i.i.d. drawn from some superpopulation. The set of schools S is fixed, but their capacities

in finite samples are generated by qs = ⌊Nq∗s⌋ for some fixed value q∗s ∈ [0,∞).

2.1. Assignment mechanism. Following Abdulkadiroğlu et al. (2022), we consider the fol-

lowing class of assignment mechanisms. This setup accommodates the school choice mech-

anism in New York City, and is sufficiently general for many mechanisms that either uses

deferred acceptance or can be reduced to a mechanism that uses deferred acceptance.5 These

school choice mechanisms derive matchings from the student-proposing deferred acceptance

2It may also contain other observed characteristics that the analyst may condition on. Since these additional
covariates do not change our results materially, we suppress them and assume for convenience that they are
not available.
3Consistent with much of the literature, this formulation rules out peer effects or other violations of the
stable unit treatment value assumption (SUTVA).
4That is,

∑

iDis ≤ qs for all s.
5We consider the same mechanisms as Abdulkadiroğlu et al. (2022). See footnote 5 in Abdulkadiroğlu et al.
(2022) for a list of school choice settings accommodated by this setup.
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algorithm. Deferred acceptance requires student rankings over schools (termed preferences)

and school rankings over students (termed priorities). Student preferences are included in

Xi, and school priorities are computed from information in Xi in the following manner.

Specifically, there are two types of schools, lottery schools and test-score schools. School

priorities are lexicographic in (Qis, His). The quantity Qis ∈ {0, . . . , qs} , qs ∈ N ∪ {0} ,
represents certain discrete qualifiers. Qis accommodates settings where, for instance, i having

a sibling at school s makes i high-priority at school s. When two students (i, j) have the

same discrete qualifier Qis = Qjs, ties are broken by His, which is either a test score or a

randomly generated lottery number, depending on school s’s type.

Formally, assume we partition S into lottery and test-score schools. A lottery school s

uses a lottery indexed by ℓs ∈ {1, . . . , L}, L ∈ N, and a test-score school uses a test-score

indexed by ts ∈ {1, . . . , T}, T ∈ N. Assume that the assignment relevant information Xi

takes the form

Xi = (≻i, Ri, Qi) = (≻i, (Ri1, . . . , RiT )
︸ ︷︷ ︸

continuously distributed on [0, 1]T

, (Qi0, . . . , QiM))

where ≻i represents the preferences of student i, Rit represents i’s test score on test t, and

Qis represents i’s discrete qualifier at school s.

Let Ui = [Ui1, . . . , UiL]
′ i.i.d.∼ FU be the vector of lottery numbers for student i. Without

loss of generality, we assume that their marginal distributions are normalized to uniform:

Uiℓ ∼ Unif[0, 1]. Each school s computes a priority score for each student i

Vis =







Qis+Rits

qs+1
, if s is a test-score school

Qis+Uiℓs

qs+1
, if s is a lottery school.

such that Vis implements the lexicographic ordering over i. The priority ranking for school

s is such that

i⊲s j ⇐⇒ Vis > Vjs.

The matching D1, . . . , DN is then computed by the student-proposing deferred acceptance

algorithm with student preferences ≻1, . . . ,≻N and school priorities⊲0, . . . ,⊲M (Gale and Shapley,

1962; Abdulkadiroğlu and Sönmez, 2003):

(1) Initially, all students are unmatched, and they have not been rejected from any school.

(2) At the beginning of stage t, every unmatched student proposes to her favorite school,

according to ≻i, from which she has not been rejected.

(3) Each school s considers the set of students tentatively matched to s after stage t−1, as

well as those who propose to s at stage t, and tentatively accepts the most preferable

students, up to capacity qs, ranked according to ⊲s, while rejecting the rest.
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(4) Stage t concludes. If there is an unmatched student who have not been rejected from

every school on her list, then stage t+1 begins and we return to step (2); otherwise,

the algorithm terminates, and outputs the tentative matches at the conclusion of

stage t.

Next, we review the cutoff structure of such mechanisms (Azevedo and Leshno, 2016),

which is crucial for defining identification.

2.2. Cutoffs and identification. One could interpret the deferred acceptance algorithm

as computing a vector of cutoffs. Let

Cs,N =







mini {Vis : Dis = 1} , if s is matched to qs students

0, otherwise.

be the least-favorable priority score among those matched to s, if s is oversubscribed. The

matching computed by deferred acceptance is rationalized by each student i being matched

to their favorite school in their choice set, where the choice set for i is the set of schools for

which the priority score Vis clears the cutoff: Vis ≥ Cs,N .

When the number of students is large, the cutoffs Cs,N in fact concentrate around some

population quantity, satisfying a law of large numbers. Proposition 3 of Azevedo and Leshno

(2016) states that if {(≻is, Vis) : s ∈ S} are independently and identically distributed across

students i, then under mild conditions,6 the cutoffs CN = [C0,N , . . . , CM,N ] concentrate to

some population counterpart c at the parametric rate:

‖CN − c‖∞ = OP (N
−1/2).

Assumption 2.1. The population of students is such that the cutoffs {Cs,N}, satisfy

max
s∈S

|Cs,N − cs| = Op(N
−1/2)

for some fixed c = (cs : s ∈ S).

The fact that the assignments are determined jointly in finite samples creates some tech-

nical wrinkles for defining identification, since it implies that the data (Yi, Di, Xi, Ui) are

not i.i.d. A standard definition states that a quantity is identified if no two observationally

equivalent distributions of observable data and potential outcomes give rise to different val-

ues of the quantity. Here, “distributions” refers to the joint distribution of the observable

data, school assignments, and potential outcomes for the finite sample of N students. How-

ever, vanishing variation of CN around c would allow for certain quantities to be “identified”

6Precisely speaking, Azevedo and Leshno (2016) define a notion of deferred acceptance matching acting on
the continuum economy—which is the distribution of {(≻is, Vis) : s ∈ S}. The additional regularity condition
is that this continuum version of deferred acceptance matching admits a unique stable matching. In other
words, it is a very mild regularity condition on the distribution of {(≻is, Vis) : s ∈ S}.
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per the standard definition, but not consistently estimable. We give a simple example in

Appendix A.1 to illustrate the conceptual difficulties.

To avoid these estimands that are only identifiable in finite samples but not estimable

asymptotically, we instead define identification relative to the population cutoff c. For a

fixed cutoff c, we can define D∗
i (c) as the assignment i would receive if the cutoffs were set

to c. The tuple (Xi, D
∗
i (c), Yi(0), . . . , Yi(M), Ui) are then i.i.d., and identification boils down

to its definition in standard, cross-sectional settings. Since as CN → c, Di(CN) → Di(c) for

N → ∞, this notion of identification captures the information content of the data for large

markets. We define identification formally below.

Formally, let P ∈ P be the distribution of student characteristics, potential outcomes,

and lottery numbers (Xi, Yi(0), . . . , Yi(M), Ui), where we assume every member of P satisfies

Assumption 2.1 (Azevedo and Leshno, 2016). Let c(P ) be the corresponding large-market

cutoffs, defined as the probability limit of CN when data is sampled according to P . Define

D∗
i (c) as the assignment made if the cutoffs were set to c: i.e. D∗

is(c) = 1 if and only if s is

i’s favorite school among those with Vis ≥ cs. Let Y ∗
i,obs(c) =

∑

s∈SD
∗
is(c)Yi(s) denote the

observed outcome under D∗
i .

Definition 2.1. Let P ∗
obs(P ) denote the distribution of (D∗

i (c(P )), Y
∗
i,obs(c(P )), Xi, Ui). We

say a parameter τ(P ) is identified at P if there does not exist P̃ such that τ(P ) 6= τ(P̃ ) and

P, P̃ are observationally equivalent: P ∗
obs(P ) = P ∗

obs(P̃ ) and c(P ) = c(P̃ ).

This definition formalizes the notion of identification and “large-market approximation”

in Abdulkadiroğlu et al. (2022).

3. Atomic treatment effects in school choice

Our first contribution is to characterize the landscape of conditional average treatment

effects that are identified by the centralized school assignment. To do so, we consider the

“smallest” building block of treatment contrasts in this setting, which we call atomic treat-

ment effects. Specifically, for a pair of schools s0, s1 ∈ S, define the atomic treatment effect

(aTE) as the conditional average treatment effect

τs1,s0(x) = E [Y (s1)− Y (s0) | X = x] .

For a school s, define the atomic potential outcome mean as

µs(x) = E[Y (s) | X = x].

This section characterizes τs1,s0 and µs that are identified.

Studying the identification of atomic treatment effects leads to new understanding about

the nature of more aggregate notions of treatment effects. We now define a large class of

parameters that average over atomic treatment effects. An aggregate treatment effect is a
7



weighted average of τs1,s0(x) over (s1, s0, x). An identified aggregate treatment effect is one

that puts weight only on those (s1, s0, x) tuples for which τs1,s0(x) is identified.

We make these ideas precise here, and introduce senses in which identified treatment

effects weigh each student equally.

Definition 3.1. Given characteristics x and a probability measure W (x), let w(s1, s0 | x)
be a weight function on pairs of schools s1 6= s0 such that (i) w(s1, s0 | x) > 0 only when

τs1,s0(x) is identified and (ii) either
∑

s1 6=s0
w(s1, s0 | x) = 1 or

∑

s1 6=s0
w(s1, s0 | x) = 0. Let

I = {x :
∑

s1 6=s0
w(s1, s0 | x) = 1} be the event that the weights sum to 1, meaning that

some contrasts of interest are identified for those with X = x.

(1) An identified aggregate treatment effect is of the form7
EX∼W |I

[
∑

s1 6=s0
τs1,s0w(s1, s0 | X)

]

.

(2) We say that an identified aggregation weighs each student equally if W (·) equals the

distribution of X under P .

(3) Among a class of identified aggregations, indexed by w(s1, s0 | x) and I, that weigh

each student equally, we say an aggregation is maximal if no other aggregation in the class

has a strictly larger I.8

Definition 3.1 formalizes an aggregation of atomic treatment effects by defining it relative

to a weighting scheme (w(s1, s0 | x),W (x)). The event I is simply the indicator that some

atomic treatment effect of interest is identified for those with X = x. An aggregation weighs

students equally if the weight W (·) is equal to the density of the observed data X , thereby

simply encoding relative frequencies of values of X arising in the data. Fixing a class of

identified aggregate treatment effects of interest, which all weigh students equally, effects

with larger I aggregate over more individuals—and so effects with the largest I’s can be

called “maximal” in this sense.

3.1. An extended example. Before introducing formal results in generality, let us consider

identification in a simplified setting, which contains most of the intuition of our subsequent

formal results.

7To avoid measure-theoretic ambiguities when W (I) = 0, we will assume that W (R | ≻, Q) has a continuous
density fW (r | ≻, Q) on [0, 1]T with respect to the Lebesgue measure. We define the conditional distribution
to conform with its intuitive value.
Specifically, let I≻,q ≡ {r : (≻, q, r) ∈ I}. Let Iǫ≻,q =

{
r ∈ [0, 1]T : ∃r0 ∈ I≻,q such that ‖r − r0‖∞ ≤ ǫ

}
be

an ǫ-enlargement. We will define the conditional distribution as

W (r ∈ A | ≻, q, I) = lim
ǫ→0

∫

A∩Iǫ
≻,q

fW (r | ≻, q) dr
∫

Iǫ
≻,q

fW (r | ≻, q) dr
and

W (≻ = ≻0, Q = q | I) = lim
ǫ→0

W (Iǫ
≻0,q)

∑

≻′,q′ W (Iǫ
≻′,q′)

.

Note that by the identity W (X ∈ B | I) =
∑

≻0,q
W (X ∈ B | ≻0, q, I)W (≻0, q | I), this defines the

conditional distribution.
8Note that there may be multiple maximal aggregations.
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Example 3.2 (Extended example setup). Suppose there are four schools s0, s1, s2, s3 and

three types of students denoted by (A,B,C). The students have the following preferences

and the same discrete priorities Qis = 0:

Preferences

A s2 ≻ s3 ≻ s1 ≻ s0

B s2 ≻ s1 ≻ s3 ≻ s0

C s3 ≻ s2 ≻ s1 ≻ s0

Additionally, consider the following setup, illustrated in Figure 1:

(1) The schools s1, s2 are test-score schools using the same test score R ∈ [0, 1].

(2) s3 is a lottery school, and s0 is an undersubscribed (lottery) school with sufficient

capacity. Assume that s3 is oversubscribed—the probability of qualifying for s3 for any

student is not zero or one.9

(3) Assume the number of students is sufficiently large so that the cutoffs c1, c2 are fixed.

(4) Since everyone prefers s2 ≻ s1, school 2 has a more stringent cutoff: c2 > c1.

(5) Since the distribution of R is unspecified, assume c1 =
1
3
, c2 =

2
3
.

c1 c2
0 1

R s0 - lottery, undersubscribed
s1 - test R, cutoff c1
s2 - test R, cutoff c2
s3 - lottery, oversubscribed

Figure 1. Illustration of the example setup

�

For this setup, we can write Xi = (≻i, Ri) and omit dependence on the discrete qualifiers

Qis. Note that τs,s′(≻A, R) is identified if and only if both µs(≻A, R) and µs′(≻A, R) are.

Thus, we can ask “given a school s, what is the region for R on which µs(≻A, R) is identi-

fied?” We refer to the answer of this question as the s-eligibility set for students of type A

given cutoffs c = (c1, c2), given by the region on which assignment to school s has positive

probability:

Es(≻A, c) = {r : P(D∗
s(c) = 1 | ≻A, R = r)} . (3.1)

Computing these s-eligibility sets for every type of student, we have the following:

9Note that if certain students had discrete priority over others, then it may be the case that they qualify for
s3 with probability one, even if s3 is oversubscribed.
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Preference type Es0 Es1 Es2 Es3

A [0, 1
3
) [1

3
, 2
3
) [2

3
, 1] [0, 2

3
)

B [0, 1
3
) [1

3
, 2
3
) [2

3
, 1] [0, 1

3
)

C [0, 1
3
) [1

3
, 2
3
) [2

3
, 1] [0, 1]

To walk through the computation, consider students with preference ≻A. Equivalently to

computing Es(≻A, c), we ask “which schools s at a given R have µs(≻A, R) identified?”

• When R ∈ [0, 1
3
), students of type A do not qualify for either s1 or s2, and they are

assigned to s3 if they win the lottery at s3. Otherwise, they are assigned to s0. Since

they have positive probability of being assigned to either s0 or s3, unsurprisingly,

µs0(≻A, R) = E[Y (s0) | ≻A, R] and µs3(≻A, R) are identified for R in this region.

• When R ∈ [1
3
, 2
3
), they do not qualify for s2, but they do qualify for s1. Since they

prefer s3 to s1, they are assigned to s3 if they win the lottery at s3. Otherwise, they

are assigned to s1. Since they have positive probability of being assigned to either s1

or s3, naturally, µs1(≻A, R) and µs3(≻A, R) are identified for R in this region.

• When R ∈ [2
3
, 1], they qualify for s2. Since s2 is their favorite school, they are

assigned to s2. Since they have positive probability of being assigned only to s2, only

µs2(≻A, R) is identified in this region.

If we compute which schools have µs(≻, R) identifiable on which R’s, we arrive at the first

row of the table above—Es(≻A, c).

If we further assume that r 7→ µs(≻, r) is continuous in r for every preference and school

s, then we can extend identification to the closure of Esj (≻, c) in [0, 1]T . Continuity assump-

tions allow us to take sequences—µs(≻, rk) → µs(≻, r) if rk → r. Thus, under continuity of

the atomic potential outcome means, we can compute regions on which each aTE τs,s′(≻, R)
is identified: For a pair of schools (s, s′) and preference type in {A,B,C}, we tabulate the

set of R values for which τs,s′(≻, R) is identified. The following table tabulates Es ∩ Es′ for

choices of s, s′ and ≻:

Preference type (s0, s1) (s0, s2) (s0, s3) (s1, s2) (s1, s3) (s2, s3)

A
{

1
3

}
∅ [0, 1

3
)

{
2
3

}
[1
3
, 2
3
)

{
2
3

}

B
{

1
3

}
∅ [0, 1

3
)

{
2
3

} {
1
3

}
∅

C
{

1
3

}
∅ [0, 1

3
)

{
2
3

}
[1
3
, 2
3
) [2

3
, 1]

This calculation shows important heterogeneity in at least two senses. First, different pairs

of schools (si, sj) are comparable on different regions of the test score R, which means that

aggregations of aTEs are perhaps less general than their interpretation intends. For instance,
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perhaps we would like to estimate the treatment effect of being enrolled in an inside option

(s1, s2, s3) relative to the outside option s0. Naturally, corresponding aggregate treatment

effects are some weighted average of the identified aTEs τs1,s0, τs2,s0, τs3,s0.

In this case, interpreting identified aggregate treatment effects as some effect of inside

versus outside options may overstate their generality. For one, since τs2,s0 is identified for

no value of X , all identified aggregations of the aTEs must exclude comparisons between s2

and s0. For another, among aggregations over τs1,s0, τs2,s0, τs3,s0, there is a unique maximal

aggregation that weighs each student equally, namely the s3-against-s0 treatment effect for

those with low test scores: E
[
Y (s3)− Y (s0) | R < 1

3

]
. Many aggregation procedures implic-

itly estimate this estimand, but interpreting this estimand as the inside option effect—when

it only measures causal effects between s3 and s0 for a subpopulation of students—is perhaps

overly simplistic.

Second, regions of R that admit comparisons for a given pair of schools differ substantially

across student types—this is true in this example for comparisons with between (s2, s3):

• Students of type A have identified aTEs between s2, s3 at a single point
{

2
3

}
, which

has zero measure.

• There is no identified aTEs for students of type B between s2, s3.

• Students of type C have identified aTEs for (s2, s3) for the set [2
3
, 1], which has

positive measure.

In this case, no identified aggregations of aTEs between s2 and s3 take into account

students of preference type B. Moreover, the unique maximal identified aggregation of aTEs

between s2 and s3 that weigh each student equally is the s2-against-s3 effect among students

of type C with high test scores: E[Y (s2) − Y (s3) | ≻C , R ∈ [2/3, 1]]. Again, interpreting

these estimands as blanket causal comparisons between s3 and s2 papers over their more

nuanced interpretations.

We should expect the heterogeneity in both senses to be even more complex in general,

as, for this example, we only include 3 out of the 24 possible preferences and only a single

type of test score. In light of the heterogeneity, aggregations of treatment effects that pool

over multiple schools, multiple student preference types, and multiple test score values may

not be transparent with respect to the implicit weighting assigned to the atomic treatment

effects. To understand these estimates, we characterize the eligibility sets Es as well as

pairwise treatment contrasts formally in the next subsection.

3.2. Identification of atomic treatment effects. We now consider identification in gen-

erality. Like the example above, characterizing identification of atomic treatment effects

amounts to computing the s-eligiblity sets. Our main result, Theorem 3.6, computes them

in the general setting. The behavior of intersections of s-eligiblity sets formalizes the distinc-

tion between aTEs that are driven by lottery variation and those driven by RD variation.
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Corollary 3.8 then shows that any aggregations of aTEs that aggregate over a non-vanishing

subpopulation must place zero weight on the RD-driven aTEs.

In the general setting, recall that Xi = (≻i, Ri, Qi), where we let Ri collect the test scores

(Ri1, . . . , RiT ) and Qi collect the discrete qualifiers (Qi0, . . . , QiM). Fix (≻i, Qi), we first

define the s-eligibility sets (3.1) as the set for Ri on which assignment to s has positive

probability.

Definition 3.3. Define the s-eligibility set at (≻, Q) and cutoffs c as

Es(≻, Q, c) =
{
r ∈ [0, 1]T : P(D∗

is(c) = 1 | R = r,≻i, Qi) > 0
}
.

Assumption 3.1. For all s and (Q,≻) with positive probability, the map [0, 1]T → R

r 7→ E[Y (s) | ≻, R = r, Q]

exists and is continuous and E[|Y (s)| | ≻, R = r, Q] <∞.

The next proposition verifies that the s-eligibility sets Es(≻, q, c) are the sets for Ri on

which µs(≻i, Qi, Ri) is identified. Continuity (Assumption 3.1) extends identification to the

closure of the s-eligibility sets. Remark 3.5 notes that this identification result does not

depend on truth-telling properties of the assignment mechanism, as long as the continuity

assumption Assumption 3.1 is imposed.

Proposition 3.4. Consider some value q of Qi and ≻ of ≻i with positive probability at P .

Consider schools s0, s1, s and some value r in the support of Ri | (Qi = q,≻i = ≻). Under

Assumption 3.1, µs(≻, r, q) is identified at P if and only if

r ∈ Es(≻, q, c(P )),

where Es is the closure of Es in [0, 1]T . The aTE τs1,s0(≻, r, q) is identified at P if and only

if

r ∈ Es0(≻, q, c(P )) ∩ Es1(≻, q, c(P )).
Remark 3.5 (Requirement on truth-telling). Imposing Assumption 3.1,10 we do not re-

quire that students report truthful preferences nor impose restrictions on their strategic

10However, when students misreport preferences, Bertanha et al. (2022) note that it is possible for students
to strategically misreport preferences in such a way that violates Assumption 3.1. Those with (≻, R,Q)
just above a cutoff may have very different underlying true preferences than those just below a cutoff,
since the strategic incentives for preference misreporting may change discontinuously at a cutoff. Under
assumptions of student strategic behavior, Bertanha et al. (2022) propose methods that partially identify
treatment effects conditioned on the true preferences. These treatment effects sacrifice point-identification
and imposes restrictions on strategic behavior, but in exchange their interpretation does not depend on the
school choice mechanism nor on Assumption 3.1.
This is an important threat to Assumption 3.1, though we remain optimistic that Assumption 3.1 is rea-
sonable in many settings (Abdulkadiroğlu et al., 2022). Carrying out such strategic misreporting seems
demanding in terms of what information students have access to and how sophisticated students are at
manipulating preferences. To produce a discontinuity at a cutoff, enough students would need to be able
to forecast a cutoff—which is a function of other students’ preferences and strategic behavior—accurately.
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Figure 2. Illustration of (3.4) and (3.5). The left axis displays the priority
scores Vs for a school with three levels of Qs and a cutoff at 1/2. The right axes
displays the test scores for students of different levels of Qs. Every student
with q = 0 would not qualify for s, and so the corresponding cutoff in test-
score space is rt = 1. Every student with q = 2 would qualify for the school,
and so the corresponding test-score cutoff is rt = 0. Students with q = 1 have
interior test-score cutoffs at rt = 1/2 = rs,ts.

behavior for identification of objects like aTEs. Atomic treatment effects condition not on

true preferences but on reported preferences. Since the reported preferences determine the

eventual matching, the true preferences do not matter for the identification of aTEs. This

observation makes our results applicable to environments beyond the (dominant-strategy)

truth-telling equilibrium in deferred acceptance. As noted by Abdulkadiroğlu et al. (2022),

many mechanisms (e.g. Immediate Acceptance) can be implemented as deferred acceptance

on transformed preferences and priorities, and hence can be embedded as mechanisms in

Section 2. �

Our main result is the following characterization of all identified atomic treatment effects:

We compute the s-eligibility sets for both lottery and test-score schools, and find the inter-

section of closures of s-eligibility sets between two schools. Before introducing Theorem 3.6,

let us define several simple objects.

Fix lottery numbers u and qualifiers q, let

Win(q, u, c) = {s is a lottery school : Vis ≥ cs}

be the set of lottery schools one qualifies for at (q, u). For a lottery school s, let πs(q, c) =

P(s ∈ Win(q, U, c)) be the probability that one wins the lottery at s. Let

L(q, c) = {s is a lottery school : πs(q, c) = 1} (3.2)

Moreover, such manipulation plausibly leads to discontinuities in the density of the running variables Ri at
the cutoff, and can in principle be empirically assessed.
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be the set of schools for which one wins for sure. Let

π∗
s(≻, q, c) = P

(

s = argmax
≻

Win(q, U, c)

)

(3.3)

be the probability that s is the favorite lottery school that one qualifies for.

For a test score school s with ts = t, let the minimum test score that clears cs be

rt(s, qs, cs) = [((1 + qs)cs − qs) ∨ 0] ∧ 1. (3.4)

Define rs,t(c) as the unique value among {rt(s, q, cs) : q = 1, . . . , qs} that is in (0, 1); if no

such value exists, then set rs,t(c) = 0:

rs,t(c) = max ({rt(s, q, cs) : q = 1, . . . , qs} ∩ [0, 1)) . (3.5)

Intuitively, (3.4) and (3.5) translate cutoffs in Vs-space to cutoffs in Rs,ts-space for students

of different discrete priority types (Qis), as illustrated in Figure 2.

For a school s, let the most lenient cutoff for test score t among those preferred to s be

Rt(s,≻, q; c) =
(

min
s1:s1≻s,ts1=t

rt(s1, qs1 , cs1)

)

∨ 0. (3.6)

Rt is an important quantity for identification: If a student has Rit > Rt(s,≻, q; c) for any t,
then the student qualifies for a school that they prefer to school s, and so they would not be

assigned to school s regardless of lottery outcomes.

Finally, given S1 ⊂ [0, 1]T and S2 ⊂ [0, 1], let Slicet(S1, S2) = {s ∈ S1 : st ∈ S2} be the set

that takes the intersection of the tth coordinate of S1 with S2. The following figure illustrates

slicing an ellipse S1 ⊂ [0, 1]2 on the first dimension onto an interval S2:

[0, 1]

[0, 1]

S1

S2

Slice1(S1, S2)

Theorem 3.6. Fix ≻, q, c and suppress their appearances in rt, Rt, L, π
∗
s . Then we have:
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(1) For a lottery school s0,

Es0(≻, q, c) =







×T

t=1
[0, Rt(s0)), if π∗

s0
> 0 and Rt(s0) > 0 for all t

∅ otherwise.

(2) For a test-score school s0 using test t0,

Es0(≻, q, c) =







Slicet0

(×T

t=1
[0, Rt(s0)), [rt0(s0), Rt0(s0))

)

if s0 ≻ L(q, c), Rt(s0) > 0 for all t, and Rt0(s0) > rt0(s0)

∅ otherwise

where s0 ≻ L means that s0 is preferred to every school in L(q, c).

(3) Consider two schools s0, s1 where s1 ≻ s0. Assume that neither Es0 nor Es1 is empty.

If s1 is a lottery school, regardless of whether s0 is test-score or lottery, then

Es0 ∩ Es1 = Es0 .

Otherwise, if s1 is a test-score school with test score t1, regardless of whether s0 is test-score

or lottery,

Es0 ∩ Es1 =







Slicet1
(
Es0, {rt1(s1)}

)
, if rt1(s1) = Rt1(s0) > 0

∅ otherwise.
(3.7)

The first claim of Theorem 3.6 characterizes the eligibility set for a lottery school s0. A

student has positive probability of being assigned to s0 if and only if (a) s0 has positive

probability of being their favorite lottery school among those at which she wins the lottery

(i.e. π∗
s0
> 0) and (b) their test scores fail to qualify for any schools they prefer to s0 (i.e.

Rt < Rt(s0)). The first claim then describes the set of test scores falling in to the eligibility

set.

The second claim analogously characterizes the eligibility set for a test-score school s0. A

student has positive probability of being assigned to s0 using test t0 if and only if (a) they

do not qualify for sure at some lottery school they prefer (i.e., s0 ≻ L(q, c)), (b) they do not

qualify for any school using test t that they prefer (i.e., Rt < Rt(s0)), and (c) they qualify

for s0 (i.e., Rt0 ≥ rt0(s0)). These requirements are similarly encoded in the second claim.

The third claim computes the intersection of the closures of the eligibility sets between

two schools s0, s1. Depending on whether the more-preferred school s1 is a lottery school,

the intersection takes different shapes. If s1 is a lottery school, then the intersection is either

empty or Es0. Otherwise, the intersection is either empty or the slice of Es0 that equals s1’s

cutoff on test t1.

Theorem 3.6(3) thus formalizes what we intuitively understand as lottery or test-score

variation. When the more-preferred school is a lottery school, variation between s0 and
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s1, if it exists, is driven by the student potentially losing the lottery at s1. On the other

hand, when the more-preferred school is a test-score school, variation between s0 and s1 is

driven by the RD variation in whether the student just qualifies for s1 or just fails to qualify

for s1. Therefore, the two types of atomic treatment effects are different in economically

meaningful ways: There is no lottery variation between a less-preferred lottery school and

a more-preferred test-score school, and no test-score variation between a less preferred test-

score school and a more-preferred lottery school.

Moreover, aTEs driven by lottery variation are identifiable for set of students with positive

measure, since Es0 is in general a hyperrectangle; on the other hand, aTEs driven by test-

score variation (3.7) are only identifiable for a set of students with zero measure, since (3.7)

is a slice of a rectangle with an empty interior. As a result, when we aggregate treatment

effects such that each student is weighed equally, we would effectively only aggregate the

lottery-driven aTEs. The following definition and corollary formalize this point.

Definition 3.7. Fix x = (≻, q, r). We say that an identified atomic treatment effect τs1,s0(x)

is driven by lottery variation if max≻(s1, s0) is a lottery school.

Corollary 3.8. Assume the distribution of student characteristics is such that Ri | ≻i, Qi is

measurable with respect to the Lebesgue measure on [0, 1]T with a continuous density almost

surely. Assume Assumption 3.1. For an identified aggregated treatment effect that weighs

each student equally

τ = EW |I

[
∑

s0 6=s1

τs1,s0(X)w(s1, s0 | X)

]

,

if the set of characteristics I with identified atomic treatment effects has positive measure,

i.e. W (I) > 0, then τ only puts weight on aTEs driven by lottery variation:

τ = EW |I

[
∑

s0 6=s1

1

(

max
≻

(s0, s1) is a lottery school
)

τs1,s0(X)w(s1, s0 | X)

]

.

Corollary 3.8 is a concerning observation for interpreting estimates of aggregate treatment

effects, as many of these estimands—especially if they are maximal within certain classes of

identified aggregate treatment effects—necessarily put zero weight on the aTEs driven by the

RD variation. Translated to estimation, Corollary 3.8 implies that estimators for aggregate

treatment effects put vanishing weight on the aTEs driven by RD variation. While in finite

samples these weights can still be positive and nontrivial, these implicit weights do depend

on the sample size (and on bandwidth tuning parameters). The share of influence from

RD-driven aTEs is larger if we have smaller samples than if we have larger samples—this

feature makes such aggregate treatment effects potentially difficult to interpret. In the next

subsection, we return to our extended example and illustrate that the “local propensity score

approach” of Abdulkadiroğlu et al. (2022) puts vanishing weights on the RD-driven aTEs.
16



3.3. Implications for propensity score estimators. The estimation approach proposed

by Abdulkadiroğlu et al. (2022) converges to aggregations of treatment effects that ignore

the RD variation in the limit. We illustrate this with our extended example in Section 3.1.

First, we make a few additional assumptions on the example.

Example 3.9 (Additional setup for the extended example). Here, we additionally assume

that the probability of qualifying for s3 for any student is approximately equal to 1/2, in order

to compute the local DA propensity scores (Abdulkadiroğlu et al., 2022). Suppose we are

interested in the treatment effect of s2, s3 relative to s1, s0. Consider the treatment indicator

D̃i = 1(i is assigned to either s2 or s3). For simplicity, we remove heterogeneity of potential

outcomes at the school level and assume YT = Y (s2) = Y (s3) and YC = Y (s1) = Y (s0). �

Roughly speaking, for a region of test score A ⊂ [0, 1], Abdulkadiroğlu et al. (2022) com-

pute

P(D̃i = 1 | ≻, R ∈ A)

by counting those R’s near a cutoff as having 1/2 probability of falling on either side. “Near

a cutoff” is determined by a bandwidth parameter h > 0. To be more concrete, we partition

the space of test scores into five regions, with a bandwidth parameter h > 0. Regions II and

IV are small bands around the cutoffs c1, c2, and regions I, III,V are large regions in between

the cutoffs:

0 1
3
− h 1

3
+ h 2

3
− h 2

3
+ h 1

I II III IV V

The local deferred acceptance propensity scores, as a function of the region that the test

score R falls into, are as follows:11

I II III IV V

A 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.75 1

B 0.5 0.25 0 0.5 1

C 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.75 1

11To explain the propensity score calculation, consider a student of type B with test scores in II:

• They fail to qualify for s2 when her test score is in II with probability one.
• Heuristically, they qualify for s1 with probability 0.5 since her test score is in II and near the cutoff for s1.
• s1 is the only control school preferred to s3
• They qualify for s3 (via lottery) with probability 0.5.
• Thus their probability of being treated is ψ = 0 + (1− 0.5) · 0.5 = 0.25.

This computation is heuristic with h > 0, but as we take the limit h → 0, the probability P(D̃i = 1 |
II,≻B) → 0.25.
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Let v ∈ {A,B,C} × {I, II, III, IV,V} denote a student type, according to preferences and

coarsened test scores. Let ψ(v) denote the corresponding the local propensity score collected

in the above table. Consider the population regression12

Y = τ(D̃ − ψ(V )) + ǫ (3.8)

such that

τ =
E[(D̃ − ψ(V ))Y ]

E[(D̃ − ψ(V ))2]
.

We compute in Appendix A.3 that

τ =
∑

v∈{A,B,C}×{I,II,III,IV,V}

P(v)(1− ψ(v))ψ(v)
∑

u P(u)(1− ψ(u))ψ(u)
E[YT − YC | (≻, R) ∈ v] + Bias(h). (3.9)

where Bias(h) → 0 as h→ 0.13

Equation (3.9) shows that the implicit aggregation recovers weighted averages of treatment

effects (over preference-test score region cells) up to a bias that vanishes as h→ 0. However,

the weights on regions II and IV also vanish as h → 0, since the corresponding P(v) → 0.

Translated to estimation, the observation here implies that the asymptotic unbiasedness of

propensity-score estimators requires h = hN → 0 at appropriate rates, yet the part of the

estimator driven by variation from regression discontinuity becomes asymptotically negligible

as h→ 0, so long as there is variation driven by lotteries.

To further relate to finite samples, note that under typical assumptions—as confirmed

by our estimation results in Section 4—the locally linear regression estimator for regression-

discontinuity-type variation converges at the rates no faster than N−2/5 ≫ N−1/2, reflect-

ing that identification for the conditional average treatment effect at the cutoff is irregular

(Khan and Tamer, 2010). As a result, asymptotically, estimators for the RD aTEs are much

noisier than those for the lottery-driven aTEs, and pooling them with inverse-variance-type

weights in (3.9) results in diminishing weight on the RD aTEs.

Of course, in finite samples, hN is strictly positive, and so the weight put on the RD-

driven parts is not exactly zero (though neither is the bias term). These estimators with

vanishing weight on the RD-driven aTEs are still difficult to interpret, since the implicit

weight is a function of the bandwidth hN and the sample size N . Nevertheless, these esti-

mators can be simple to implement and efficient when treatment effects are homogeneous

12If ψ(V ) is exactly equal to E[D | V ], then this regression is equivalent to the more familiar control-for-
propensity-score regression (Angrist, 1998)

Y = α+ τD̃ + γψ(V ) + ǫ

by Frisch–Waugh. This latter specification conforms with the specification used for intent-to-treat effects in
Abdulkadiroğlu et al. (2022) (i.e., the reduced form in their IV specification).
13We note that because of the regression specification (3.8), the estimand weighs according to (1−ψ(v))ψ(v).
As a result, this aggregation does not weigh each student equally, but nevertheless the conclusion of
Corollary 3.8 continues to hold for such weighting schemes.
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(Goldsmith-Pinkham, Hull and Kolesár, 2021; Angrist, 1998). The next section develops a

simple diagnostic for the weight put on RD-driven aTEs for linear estimators.

3.4. Diagnostic. We introduce a simple diagnostic for regression-based procedures that

gives upper and lower bounds on the weight put on students who are subjected to lottery

variation. For simplicity, we limit to considering binarized comparisons. That is, there is

some treatment D̃i =
∑

s∈S1⊂S Dis corresponding to a subset S1 of the schools S, where a

student is considered treated if they are matched to a school in S1 and untreated otherwise.

We consider linear estimators of the form

τ̂ =

n∑

i=1

ŵi · Yi,

where ŵi is a function of X1, . . . , XN , D̃1, . . . , D̃N . Any linear regression estimator with Yi

on the left-hand side and functions of Xi, D̃i on the right-hand side can be written this way.

We will also assume the estimator is associated with some user-chosen bandwidth parameter

hN .

Using the characterization in Theorem 3.6, we label student observations by whether they

are subjected to lottery variation:

Definition 3.10. For some user-chosen bandwidth parameter hN used implicitly to construct

τ̂ , we will consider an observation i to be possibly subjected (denoted by RDi = 1) to RD

variation if there exists s1 ≻i s0 such that:

• s1 is a test-score school using test score t1

• Exactly one of s1 and s0 belongs to the treated group S0

• Es0(≻i, Qi, CN) ∩ Es1(≻i, Qi, CN) 6= ∅.

• Ri ∈ Slicet1
(
Es0(≻i, Qi, CN), [rt1(s1, Qis1 , Cs1,N)− hN , rt1(s1, Qis1, Cs1,N) + hN ]

)
.

We consider observation i to be definitely subjected (denoted by RDi = 1) to RD variation

if it is possibly subjected and there does not exist s1 ≻i s0 where:

• s1 is a lottery school

• Exactly one of s1 and s0 belongs to the treated group S1

• Ri ∈ Es0(≻i, Qi, CN) ∩ Es1(≻i, Qi, CN).

Intuitively, those with RDi = 1 are individuals who are close enough to the cutoff used

by s1 such that, on some lottery realizations, they would be assigned to a test score school

s1 if they clear the cutoff, and to some school s0 of the opposite treatment type otherwise.

Those with RDi = 1 are those who do so on all lottery realizations.

We can then define

pRD ≡
n∑

i=1

ŵi(2D̃i − 1)RDi and pRD
≡

n∑

i=1

ŵi(2D̃i − 1)RDi
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as the upper and lower bounds for the weight assigned to the RD variation, and these can be

implemented by using (2D̃i − 1)RDi as left-hand side variables in the regression. Formally,

these estimates are interpreted as the change in τ̂ if every treated student with RDi = 1

(resp. RDi = 1) has their outcome increase by one unit, and every untreated student with

RDi = 1 has their outcome decrease by one unit.14

Abdulkadiroğlu et al. (2022) study the impact of attending a “Grade A school” (one

that receives grade A on the school district’s report card for school quality) in New York

City versus attending a non-Grade A school. While we do not have access to their data,

Abdulkadiroğlu et al. (2022) (Appendix Figure D.1) report that about 9,000 students out

of 32,866 students have local propensity scores exactly equal to 1/2, under their bandwidth

choice hN . This means that these students are solely subjected to RD variation between

the treatment schools S1 (Grade A schools in New York City) and the control schools. Cor-

respondingly, these individuals would be definitely subjected according to Definition 3.10.

Thus, this puts a lower bound of about 9, 000/32, 866 ≈ 0.3 on p
RD

for their empirical

application.15 Assuming that the bias term is sufficiently small, we may conclude that

Abdulkadiroğlu et al. (2022) estimate aggregations of aTEs that put nontrivial weight on

the RD-driven aTEs.

In general—though especially when pRD, pRD
imply unreasonably small weight on the RD-

driven aTEs—researchers may wish to unpack heterogeneity further and isolate aTEs that

are driven by RD variation. If researchers have in mind weights for an aggregate treat-

ment effect that they prefer, they can also aggregate these finer treatment effects manually.

The next section discusses estimation and inference for maximal aggregations of RD-driven

atomic treatment effects between two schools. We close this section with three miscellaneous

discussions.

Remark 3.11 (Design-based inference). In some school choice markets (e.g. Denver Public

Schools and Boston Public Schools), all schools are lottery schools, and so there is no RD-

driven variation. In such settings, we can directly use the lottery variation to conduct

design-based estimation and inference. Design-based approaches have the benefit that we

do not need to assume assignment mechanisms have the cutoff structure in Assumption 2.1,

nor do we need to consider any asymptotic notions of identification. A previous draft of this

paper (https://arxiv.org/abs/2112.03872v2) contains results on design-based estimation

14Our assumptions on linear estimators do not rule out estimators that overly extrapolate (i.e. some ŵi

has the wrong sign: It is negative for D̃i = 1 and positive for D̃i = 0). As a result, it is possible that
one or both of pRD and p

RD
are negative, or that pRD < p

RD
. These unpleasant observations serve as an

additional diagnostic. They cast doubt on the interpretation of the linear estimator τ̂ , as they reveal that a
subpopulation chosen solely on the basis of Xi has weights that are wrong-signed.
159, 000/32, 866≈ 0.3 would be the weight on these observations if every observation were weighted equally.
Since the specification (3.8) weighs students proportionally to (1 − ψ)ψ, those with propensity score at
exactly 1/2 receive the highest weights. Thus, in this case, 0.3 serves as a lower bound.
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and connect propensity-score based regression estimators to Horvitz–Thompson estimators.

�

Remark 3.12 (Policy relevance and external validity). Since the aTEs condition on reported

preferences, when students strategically report preferences and their strategic incentives

depend on the school choice mechanism, the interpretation of aTEs necessarily depend on

the mechanism. This is a limitation on the external validity of these causal estimands,

absent stronger assumptions restricting treatment effect heterogeneity. On the other hand,

for marginal changes to the current school mechanism, such as increasing the capacity of

school s1 by a small amount, aggregations of aTEs {τs1,s0(·) : s0 ∈ S} directly yield the

impact of such policies. �

Remark 3.13 (Noncompliance). Our results define the treatment as the school that a

student is matched to by the assignment mechanism. This may not be the school that a

student eventually attends. Atomic treatment effects are thus interpreted only as intent-to-

treat effects. Studying treatment effects of schools that students eventually attend amounts

to analyzing an instrumental variable setting with heterogeneous treatment effects, multi-

ple treatments, and a multivalued discrete instrument. Such settings—even without the

additional complication of school choice mechanisms—remain an area of active research

(Lee and Salanié, 2018; Mogstad, Torgovitsky and Walters, 2020; Behaghel, Crépon and Gurgand,

2013; Kirkeboen et al., 2016; Kline and Walters, 2016). We leave such analyses to future

work. �

4. Estimation and inference

Having characterized the identified atomic treatment effects, we now turn to formally de-

riving asymptotic properties of a locally linear regression estimator (Hahn, Todd and Van der Klaauw,

2001) for certain maximal aggregations of aTEs. Our asymptotic arguments explicitly take

into account the fact that CN → c in probability, and show that when CN = c+Op(1/
√
N),

the randomness in CN does not affect the estimator to first order. As a result, the estima-

tor is asymptotically normal and unbiased, under usual undersmoothing bandwidths. This

analysis is novel, and formally justifies inference procedures in the literature.

Since we only consider RD-driven aTEs here, let s1 be a test-score school using test t1.

We will focus on the estimand

τ s1,s0 = E
[
Y (s1)− Y (s0) | s1 ≻ s0, R ∈ Es0(≻, Q; c) ∩ Es1(≻, Q; c)

]
(4.10)

= E(≻,R,Q)|(s1≻s0,τs1,s0 (≻,R,Q) identified) [τs1,s0(≻, R,Q)] .

which aggregates the aTEs τs1,s0(≻, Q,R) by identifying the largest set of ≻, Q,R for which

the aTEs are identified and s1 ≻ s0. Hence, (4.10) is the maximal aggregation among all

aggregations that compare between s1 and s0 for those who prefer s1. Student for which such
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a treatment effect is identified have observable characteristics such that, on certain lottery

draws, all else equal, they are matched to school s1 if Rt1 is slightly higher, and they are

matched to school s0 if Rt1 is slightly lower. Extending our theory to less aggregated atomic

treatment effects is straightforward by making more restrictions on student characteristics.

Note that for a cutoff c, we can write Ji(c) = 1 (as a function of Xi) to indicate that

• s1 ≻i s0

• Neither of Es0(≻i, Qi, c) and Es1(≻i, Qi, c) is empty

• For all t 6= t1, Rit ∈ [0, Rt(s0,≻, Q, c)]
Thus we may equivalently write (4.10) as (under Assumption 3.1)

τ s1,s0 = lim
r↓ρ(c)

E[Yi(s1) | Ji(c), Ri,t1 = r]− lim
r↑ρ(c)

E[Yi(s0) | Ji(c), Ri,t1 = r], (4.11)

which is equal to the regression discontinuity estimand at cutoff ρ(c) for individuals with

Ji(c) = 1. The cutoff ρ(c) is equal to rs1,t1(c), defined in (3.5).

Relative to the standard sharp RD setup (Hahn et al., 2001), the school choice setting

introduces two complications for (4.11). First, treatment status is not a deterministic func-

tion of the running variable Rt1 . Students with Rt1 > ρ(c) and Ji(c) = 1, on some draws of

the lottery, may be assigned to a school that is not s1 (i.e. they win a lottery at a school

s2 ≻i s1)—and likewise for students with Rt1 < ρ(c).16 This complication can be solved

by using certain proxy outcomes
(

Y
(1)
i (c), Y

(0)
i (c)

)

as left-hand side variables. These proxy

outcomes are constructed by inverse propensity weighting to satisfy

E

[

Y
(1)
i (c) | Ji(c), Rit1 > ρ(c)

]

= E[Yi(s1) | Ji(c), Rit1 > ρ(c)]

E

[

Y
(0)
i (c) | Ji(c), Rit1 < ρ(c)

]

= E[Yi(s0) | Ji(c), Rit1 < ρ(c)].

Second, the sample restrictions Ji(c), the proxy outcomes Y
(j)
i (c), and the cutoff ρ(c) are

not known and must be approximated by some Ji(CN , hN), Y
(j)
i (CN) and ρ(CN) in practice,

for a regression discontinuity bandwidth parameter hN . This results in an asymptotically

vanishing set of individuals who has the wrong selection indicator Ji(CN , hN) 6= Ji(c) are on

the wrong side of the population cutoff ρ(c). Characterizing the effect of this set of misclassi-

fied individuals on the nonparametric estimates of (4.11) is the technical contribution in this

section. The precise definitions of Ji(CN , hN) and Y
(j)
i (CN) are notationally cumbersome,

which we defer to Appendix B in (B.13) and (B.14).

16Standard RD setup does not have this additional randomness: Treatment is a deterministic function of
the running variable in standard RD.
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We consider a locally linear regression estimator for τ s1,s0 with uniform kernel.17 The

estimator takes the form of a difference

τ̂(hN ) = β̂+(hN)− β̂−(hN)

indexed by some bandwidth hN . The estimator for the right-limit, β̂+,0(hN), is the intercept

in a linear regression of the proxy outcome Y
(1)
i (CN) on the centered running variable (Rit1 −

ρ(CN)), among those observations with Rit1 ∈ [ρ(CN ), ρ(CN) + hN ] and Ji(CN , hN) = 1:

β̂+(hN) = argmin
b0

min
b1

∑

i:Ri,t1
∈[ρ(CN ),ρ(CN )+hN ]

Ji(CN , hN)
(

Y
(1)
i (CN)− b0 − (Rit1 − ρ(CN))b1

)2

.

The estimator for the left-limit, β̂−(hN), is defined analogously.

Having introduced the estimator, we turn to assumptions. The key assumption is a sub-

stantive restriction on school capacities and the population distribution of student charac-

teristics, such that the large-market cutoffs are not in certain knife-edge configurations.

Assumption 4.1 (Population cutoffs are interior). The distribution of student observables

satisfies Assumption 2.1, where the population cutoffs c satisfy:

(1) School s1 is not undersubscribed nor impossible to qualify for: ρ(c) ∈ (0, 1).

(2) For each school s, the cutoff

cs 6∈
{

1

qs + 1
, . . . ,

qs
qs + 1)

, 1

}

.

(3) If cs = 0, then s is eventually undersubscribed: P (Cs,N = 0) → 1.

(4) If two schools s3, s4 uses the same test t, then their test score cutoffs are different,

unless both are undersubscribed: If rs3,t(c) = rs4,t(c) then cs3 = cs4 = 0, where rs,t is defined

in (3.5).

Assumption 4.1 rules out populations where the large-market cutoffs from Azevedo and Leshno

(2016) are on the boundary of certain sets. The first assumption simply says that the school

s1 is not undersubscribed. The second assumption rules out a scenario where everyone with

Q = q does not qualify for s regardless of their tie-breakers and everyone with Q = q + 1

qualifies for s regardless of their tie-breakers. The third assumption says that undersub-

scribed schools are eventually undersubscribed, and so the population capacity of a school

17Due to the complications mentioned, our theory only allows uniform kernels. We conjecture that different
kernel choices are possible, but leave it to future work.
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is not exactly at the threshold making the school undersubscribed.18 Lastly, the fourth as-

sumption assumes that the population cutoffs in test-score space are not exactly the same

for two schools that uses the same test.19

Additionally, we maintain a few technical assumptions, Assumptions B.1 to B.4, stated

in Appendix B. These assumptions assert that the distribution of test scores and lotteries

are suitably smooth, have suitably smooth conditional means, and have bounded moments.

Under these technical assumptions, the estimator τ̂s0,s1 is first-order equivalent to an oracle

estimator τ̌s0,s1 = β̌+ − β̌−, where

β̌+(hN ) ≡ argmin
b0

min
b1

∑

i:1(Ri,t1
∈[ρ(c),ρ(c)+hN ])

Ji(c)
(

Y
(1)
i (c)− b0 − (Rit1 − ρ(c))b1

)2

and similarly for β̌−. The oracle estimator τ̌s0,s1 is a standard regression discontinuity es-

timator on observations with Ji(c) = 1, whose asymptotic properties are well-known (inter

alia, Imbens and Lemieux, 2008; Hahn et al., 2001). Thus, τ̂s0,s1 is asymptotically normal

with estimable asymptotic variance.

Theorem 4.1. Under Assumptions 2.1, 4.1, and B.1 to B.4, assuming N−1/2 = o(hN ) and

hN = o(1),
√

NhN (τ̂s0,s1 − τ̌s0,s1) = op(1).

In particular, if hN = O(N−d) with 1/4 < d < 1/5, the discrepancy is smaller than the bias

of the oracle estimator:
√
NhN (τ̂s0,s1 − τ̌s0,s1) = op(

√
NhN · h2N) = op(1). Moreover, with

undersmoothing, i.e. hN = o(N−1/5), τ̂s0,s1 is asymptotically normal:

σ̂−1
s0,s1

(τ̂s0,s1 − τ s0,s1)
d−→ N (0, 1).

The variance estimate σ̂2
s0,s1

is the sum σ̂s0,s1 = σ̂2
+,N + σ̂2

−,N , where (i) σ̂2
+,N is defined as

σ̂2
+,N =

4NhN
N+

(

1

N+

N∑

i=1

Wi(CN , hN)Y
(1)
i (CN)

2 − β̂2
+,0

)

;

(ii) the sample size is

N+ ≡
N∑

i=1

Wi(CN , hN ) Wi(CN , hN) ≡ Ji(CN)1(Rt1 ∈ [ρ(CN), ρ(CN) + hN ])

18This assumption is stronger than the Op(N
−1/2) convergence of the cutoffs that we assume. However, the

assumption holds generically for sufficiently large population school capacities. Precisely speaking, suppose
some school s with population capacity qs is undersubscribed in the population, but the probability that it
is undersubscribed in samples of size N does not tend to one (and so violates the third assumption). Then
we may add a little slack to the school capacity—for any ǫ > 0, making the capacity qs + ǫ instead—to
guarantee that the third assumption holds. Intuitively, adding ǫ to the capacity adds O(ǫN) seats to the
school in finite samples, but the random fluctuation of the market generates variation in student assignments
of size O(

√
N).

19This is Assumption 2 in Abdulkadiroğlu et al. (2022).
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and (iii) σ̂2
−,N is defined analogously.

The proof of Theorem 4.1 is relegated to Appendix B (Theorem B.1 for the first-order

equivalence and Theorem B.4 for the variance estimation). We give a brief sketch here.

Remark 4.2 (Proof sketch). Within the bandwidth hN , there are roughly O(NhN) students.

On running variables other than t1, the discrepancy ‖CN − c‖∞ = Op(N
−1/2) leads to

discrepancies Ji(CN , hN) 6= Ji(c) in about O(NhN ·N−1/2) = O(
√
NhN) students. Thus the

asymptotic bias incurred due to discrepancies in Ji is of order O(
√
NhN/

√
NhN ) = O(

√
hN).

On the other hand, for the running variable Rt1 , the discrepancy in Cs,N − cs incurs a

discrepancy in O(
√
N) students, all of whom are contained in the bandwidth. Thankfully,

the accrued error in these students is of order O((
√
N)1/2) = O(N1/4), via an application

of Kolmogorov’s maximal inequality, a key step in our argument. The total asymptotic

discrepancy, due to c 6= CN , is then O((N
1/4 +N1/2hN)/

√
NhN ), leading to the rates in the

result. The maximal inequality argument, in the context of non-ignorable random cutoffs20

in regression discontinuity, appears to be novel. �

Theorem 4.1 provides a basis for Wald inference with locally linear regression estima-

tors, through standard undersmoothing arguments. This supplies theoretical justification

for confidence intervals reported in empirical work (Abdulkadiroğlu et al., 2022). More-

over, Theorem 4.1 also sheds light on the construction of MSE-optimal bandwidth selec-

tion procedures (Imbens and Kalyanaraman, 2012), as well as bias-corrected estimators

(Calonico, Cattaneo and Titiunik, 2014). In particular, since the fact that the cutoff is ran-

dom (CN = c+Op(1/
√
N)) does not affect first order behavior of the estimator (and incurs

an error that is lower stochastic order than the bias under certain bandwidth sequences),

the population optimal bandwidths or bias correction should not require any modification.

However, nuisance parameters in these procedures typically themselves require estimation,

which is complicated by the fact that CN 6= c, and we leave investigations of these aspects, as

well as uniform-in-bias approaches (Armstrong and Kolesár, 2020; Imbens and Wager, 2019;

Kwon and Kwon, 2020) to future work.

5. Conclusion

Detailed administrative data from school choice settings provide an exciting frontier for

causal inference in observational data. Remarkably, school choice markets are engineered

(Roth, 2002) to have desirable properties for market participants, and yet it may yield

natural-experiment variation that inform program evaluation and policy objectives. Cred-

ibility of empirical studies using such variation demands an understanding of the limits of

20That is, a cutoff C is ignorable if C y Y (·) | X for observable information X .
Cattaneo, Titiunik, Vazquez-Bare and Keele (2016) give an analysis under the cutoff ignorability assump-
tion.
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the data—an understanding of what counterfactual queries the data can and cannot answer

(absent further assumptions). Our analyses here provide a step towards that understanding.

As a review, we provide a detailed analysis of treatment effect identification in school

choice settings. We characterize the identification of aTEs, the building blocks of aggregate

treatment effects. We find that pooling over lottery- and RD-driven aTEs leads the former to

dominate the latter asymptotically. We provide a simple regression diagnostic for the weight

put on RD-driven aTEs. Lastly, we contribute asymptotic theory for estimating aggregations

of RD-driven aTEs.
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Appendix A. Miscellaneous discussions and proofs

A.1. An example illustrating that identification notions are not straightforward. As

an example, consider X1, . . . ,XN
i.i.d.∼ N (0, 1) and a treatment where everyone above median is

treated:

Di = 1(Xi ≥ Med(X1, . . . ,XN )).

Note that for any finite N , the conditional ATE

τ(x) = E[Y (1)− Y (0) | X = x]

is identified, since the observed conditional expectations are equal to conditional expectations of

the potential outcomes

E[Yi | Di = d,Xi = x] = E[E[Yi(d) | X1, . . . ,XN ,Xi = x,Di = d] | Di = d,Xi = x]

= E[E[Yi(d) | X1, . . . ,XN ,Xi = x] | Di = d,Xi = x]

= E[E[Yi(d) | Xi = x] | Di = d,Xi = x]

= E[Yi(d) | Xi = x],

and since P(Di = d | Xi = x) > 0 for all x ∈ R. However, there is a sense in which the only morally

identified parameter is τ(0) since Med(X1, . . . ,XN )
a.s.−→ 0. For any c < 0, it becomes vanishingly

unlikely that a unit with Xi = c is treated, and similarly for c > 0. However, we would need

N → ∞ for the conditional expectations to be estimated, and hence τ(x) cannot be estimated if

x 6= 0.

A.2. Proofs of Theorem 3.6, Proposition 3.4, and Corollary 3.8.

Proposition 3.4. Consider some value q of Qi and ≻ of ≻i with positive probability at P . Consider

schools s0, s1, s and some value r in the support of Ri | (Qi = q,≻i = ≻). Under Assumption 3.1,

µs(≻, r, q) is identified at P if and only if

r ∈ Es(≻, q, c(P )),

where Es is the closure of Es in [0, 1]T . The aTE τs1,s0(≻, r, q) is identified at P if and only if

r ∈ Es0(≻, q, c(P )) ∩ Es1(≻, q, c(P )).

Proof. We prove the only if parts first.

Suppose r 6∈ Es(≻, q, c(P )), we would like to show that µs is not identified. To do so, we would like

to find P̃ that yield different value of µs, but is observationally equivalent to P . There exists an

open set B ⊂ [0, 1]T (relative to [0, 1]T ) such that r ∈ B ⊂
(
Es(≻, q, c(P ))

)C
.

Let P̃ differ from P only in terms of the conditional distribution

Y (s) | R ∈ B,Qi = q,≻i = ≻

such that

EP̃ [Y (s) | ≻, R = r,Q = q] 6= µs(≻, r, q).
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and EP̃ [Y (s) | ≻, R = r,Q = q] is continuous in r. Since

P(D∗
is = 1 | R ∈ B,Qi = q,≻i = ≻) = 0,

P and P̃ are observationally equivalent.

For the second part, the proof is similar, except that we alter both Y (s1) | R,Qi = q,≻i = ≻ and

Y (s0) | R,Qi = q,≻i = ≻ on R ∈ B′ ⊂
(
Es0(≻, q, c(P )) ∩Es1(≻, q, c(P ))

)C
.

Now, for the if parts, it suffices to observe that the IPW outcome

D∗
isY

∗
obs

P(D∗
is = 1 | ≻, R,Q)

is known whenever P(D∗
is = 1 | ≻, R,Q) > 0 and conditionally unbiased for E[Y (s) | ≻, R,Q]. Hence

if r ∈ Es(≻, r, q), µs(≻, r, q) is identified by the conditional expectation of the IPW outcome. We

extend identification to Es by invoking continuity in Assumption 3.1. �

Theorem 3.6. Fix ≻, q, c and suppress their appearances in rt, Rt, L, π
∗
s . Then we have:

(1) For a lottery school s0,

Es0(≻, q, c) =







×T

t=1
[0, Rt(s0)), if π∗s0 > 0 and Rt(s0) > 0 for all t

∅ otherwise.

(2) For a test-score school s0 using test t0,

Es0(≻, q, c) =







Slicet0

(×T

t=1
[0, Rt(s0)), [rt0(s0), Rt0(s0))

)

if s0 ≻ L(q, c), Rt(s0) > 0 for all t, and Rt0(s0) > rt0(s0)

∅ otherwise

where s0 ≻ L means that s0 is preferred to every school in L(q, c).

(3) Consider two schools s0, s1 where s1 ≻ s0. Assume that neither Es0 nor Es1 is empty. If s1

is a lottery school, regardless of whether s0 is test-score or lottery, then

Es0 ∩Es1 = Es0 .

Otherwise, if s1 is a test-score school with test score t1, regardless of whether s0 is test-score or

lottery,

Es0 ∩Es1 =







Slicet1
(
Es0 , {rt1(s1)}

)
, if rt1(s1) = Rt1(s0) > 0

∅ otherwise.
(3.7)

Proof. The claims (1) and (2) simply reflects the definition of Es(≻, q, c) and are explained in the

main text. Here, we focus on verifying (3) given the expressions for Es.

Consider the case where s1 is a lottery school. Then since s1 ≻ s0, by definition, for every test t,

Rt(s0) ≤ Rt(s1).

As a result, since s1 is a lottery school,

Es0(≻, q, c) ⊂ Es1(≻, q, c).
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This proves that the intersection of the closures is equal to Es0 .

If s1 is a test-score school, we continue to have that for every test t,

Rt(s0) ≤ Rt(s1).

We additionally have that

Rt1(s0) ≤ rt1(s1).

If Rt1(s0) < rt1(s1), then by inspecting the intersection on dimension t1, we find that the intersection

Es1 ∩ Es0 = ∅. Otherwise, if Rt1(s0) = rt1(s1), then the intersection on dimension t1 is {rt1(s1)}.
The intersection on all other dimensions is the same as the case where s1 is a lottery school. This

completes the proof. �

Corollary 3.8. Assume the distribution of student characteristics is such that Ri | ≻i, Qi is

measurable with respect to the Lebesgue measure on [0, 1]T with a continuous density almost

surely. Assume Assumption 3.1. For an identified aggregated treatment effect that weighs each

student equally

τ = EW |I




∑

s0 6=s1

τs1,s0(X)w(s1, s0 | X)



 ,

if the set of characteristics I with identified atomic treatment effects has positive measure, i.e.

W (I) > 0, then τ only puts weight on aTEs driven by lottery variation:

τ = EW |I




∑

s0 6=s1

1

(

max
≻

(s0, s1) is a lottery school
)

τs1,s0(X)w(s1, s0 | X)



 .

Proof. It suffices to show that

EW |I




∑

s0 6=s1

1

(

max
≻

(s0, s1) is a test-score school

)

· |τs1,s0(X)| · w(s1, s0 | X)



 = 0

By definition of identified aggregation of aTEs and Theorem 3.6, we know that, for max≻(s1, s0) a

test-score school using test score t,

w(s1, s0 | X) = 1 =⇒ Rt = rt

(

argmax
≻

(s1, s0)

)

︸ ︷︷ ︸

J(s1,s0,X)

.

This is because τs1,s0(X) is identified only if Rt is a singleton.

Hence,

EW |I




∑

s0 6=s1

1

(

max
≻

(s0, s1) is a test-score school

)

· |τs1,s0(X)| · w(s1, s0 | X)





≤
∑

s0 6=s1

EW |I [1(J(s1, s0, X)) · |τs1,s0(X)|]
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Since W (I) > 0, we have that

EW |I [1(J(s1, s0, X)) · |τs1,s0(X)|] = EW [1(J(s1, s0, X))1(I) · |τs1,s0(X)|]
EW1(I)

≤ EW [1(J(s1, s0, X)) · |τs1,s0(X)|]
EW1(I)

Note that for all n ∈ N, since J(s1, s0, X) is a measure-zero event,

EW [1(J(s1, s0, X)) (|τs1,s0(X)| ∧ n)] ≤ nEW [1(J(s1, s0, X))] = 0.

and by Assumption 3.1

E[|τs1,s0(X)|] <∞.

Thus, dominated convergence theorem implies that

EW [1(J(s1, s0, X)) · |τs1,s0(X)|] = 0.

This completes the proof. �

A.3. Computation of propensity score estimand. In this subsection, we continue the compu-

tation in Section 3.3. Recall that we are interested in the following estimand as a function of the

bandwidth parameter h:

τ =
E[(D̃ − ψ(V ))Y ]

E[(D̃ − ψ(V ))2]
.

Now, the numerator is equal to

E[(D̃ − ψ(V ))Y ] = E[(D̃ − ψ(V ))(YC + D̃(YT − YC))]

= E

[

D̃YT − ψ(V )YC − D̃ψ(V )(YT − YC)
]

= E

[

ψ(V )(YT − YC) + (D̃ − ψ(V ))YT − ψ(V )2(YT − YC)− (D̃ − ψ(V ))(YT − YC)
]

= E[ψ(V )(1 − ψ(V ))(YT − YC)] + E[(D̃ − ψ(V ))YC ]

The denominator is equal to

E[(D̃ − ψ(V ))2] = E[D̃ + ψ2(V )− 2D̃ψ(V )]

= E

[

ψ(V )− ψ2(V ) + (D̃ − ψ(V ))− 2(D̃ − ψ(V ))ψ(V )
]

= E [ψ(V )(1 − ψ(V ))] + E

[

(D̃ − ψ(V ))(1 − 2ψ(V ))
]

Since (a, b) 7→ a/b is continuous when b > 0, it remains to show that

lim
h→0

E

[

(D̃ − ψ(V ))(1− 2ψ(V ))
]

= 0 = lim
h→0

E[(D̃ − ψ(V ))YC ]. (A.12)

Note that on regions I, III,V,

ψ(V ) = P(D̃ = 1 | ≻, Q,R, YT , YC)

Hence

E[(D̃ − ψ(V ))f(YC , V ) | I ∪ III ∪V] = 0.
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Since P(I ∪ III ∪V) → 1 as h→ 0, (A.12) follows.

In fact, this calculation only uses the fact that P(II ∪ IV) → 0—in other words, the bias would

vanish as a function of h even if we were to use an unreasonable estimator on regions II and IV.

For completeness, we can also show that the conditional bias is vanishing in h under smoothness

assumptions. We’ll do so for those with preference ≻B and in cell IV:

E[(D̃ − ψ(V ))f(YC , V ) | ≻B, IV]

= E

[(

P (R ≥ 2/3 | YC ,≻B, R ∈ [2/3± h])− 1

2

)

f(YC , V ) | ≻B , IV

]

= E









∫ 2/3+h
2/3 p(r | YC ,≻B) dr
∫ 2/3+h
2/3−h p(r | YC ,≻B) dr

− 1

2



 f(YC , V )1(R ∈ [2/3 ± h]) | ≻B




1

P(R ∈ [2/3± h] | ≻B)
.

If p(r | YC ,≻B) is bounded below by η at r = 2/3 and Lipschitz continuous with constant L, then

|p(r | YC ,≻B)− p(2/3 | YC ,≻B)| ≤ L|r − 2/3|.

As a result,
∣
∣
∣
∣

∫ 2/3+h

2/3
p(r | YC ,≻B) dr − hp(2/3 | YC ,≻B)

∣
∣
∣
∣
≤ Lh2

and similarly
∣
∣
∣
∣

∫ 2/3+h

2/3−h
p(r | YC ,≻B) dr − 2hp(2/3 | YC ,≻B)

∣
∣
∣
∣
≤ 4Lh2.

Hence the discrepancy in the first term is of order h2: For some C a function of L, η,

∣
∣
∣
∣

∫ 2/3+h
2/3 p(r | YC ,≻B) dr
∫ 2/3+h
2/3−h p(r | YC ,≻B) dr

− 1

2

∣
∣
∣
∣
≤ Ch2.

On the other hand, there exists c a function of η, L where P(R ∈ [2/3 ± h] | ≻B) ≥ ch for all

sufficiently small h. Hence

E









∫ 2/3+h
2/3 p(r | YC ,≻B) dr
∫ 2/3+h
2/3−h p(r | YC ,≻B) dr

− 1

2



 f(YC , V )1(R ∈ [2/3 ± h]) | ≻B




1

P(R ∈ [2/3 ± h] | ≻B)
= O(h).
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Appendix B. Estimation and Inference: Proofs

This section contains details for estimation and inference for Section 4. Various lemmas that

bound various terms are relegated to the subsections, and the section contains the main flow of

the argument. Recall that we consider s1, s0 where the test-score school s1 uses test t1, and we

consider only students who prefer s1 to s0.

We have the the following treatment effect

τ = τs0,s1 = E
[
Y (s1)− Y (s0) | s1 ≻ s0, R ∈ Es0(≻, Q; c) ∩ Es1(≻, Q; c)

]
.

For a school s using test t, recall that rs,t(c) (3.5) is the unique test-score-space cutoff such that

for some q = 0, . . . , qs,
q + rs,t(c)

qs + 1
= cs

For convenience on the test-score cutoff of school s1, let ρ(c) = rs1,t1(c).

Unpacking Ji(c) and defining Ji(CN , hN ). Let us first decompose the conditioning event into

restrictions on t1 and restrictions not on t1. Recall that the intersection

Es0(≻, Q; c) ∩ Es1(≻, Q; c) where s1 ≻ s0

takes the form of (3.7), which is a Cartesian product of intervals corresponding to the following

conditions on the vector of test scores R = [R1, . . . , RT ]
′:

Rt1 = rt1(s1;Q,≻, c)
Rt1 ≤ Rt1(s0;Q,≻, c)
Rt ≤ Rt(s0;Q,≻, c)
s0 ≻ L(Q, c)

Additionally, if s0 is a test-score school that uses t0 and t1 6= t0, then

Rt0 ∈ [rt0(s0;Q,≻, c), Rt0 (s0;Q,≻, c)]

Define the following indicator random variables (functions of R,≻, Q) that correspond to the

above restrictions, with the restrictions on t1 relaxed with the bandwidth parameter h:

• (In-bandwidth) I+1 (c, h) = 1 (Rt1 ∈ [ρ(c), ρ(c) + h]) and I−1 (c, h) = 1 (Rt1 ∈ [ρ(c) − h, ρ(c)])

• (Everyone in bandwidth does not qualify for something better than s1 and everyone qualifies

for s0) If s0 is a test score school that uses t1, then

I1(c, h) = 1(ρ(c) + h < Rt1(s1;Q,≻, c), ρ(c) − h > rt1(s0;Q,≻, c)).

Otherwise

I1(c, h) = 1(ρ(c) + h < Rt1(s1;Q,≻, c)).
• (No one left of cutoff qualifies for test schools better than s0) I10(c) = 1 (ρ(c) ≤ Rt1(s0;Q,≻, c))
• (Qualifies for s0) If s0 is a test-score school and t1 6= t0, then

I0(c) = 1 (Rt0 ∈ [rt0(s0;Q,≻, c), Rt0(s0;Q,≻, c)]) .
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Otherwise I0(c) = 1

• (Does not qualify for test score schools preferred to s0 except for s1) For t 6= t0, t1, define

It(c) = 1 (0 < Rt ≤ Rt(s0;Q,≻, c))
• (Does not qualify for preferred lottery schools with probability 1) I(c) = 1 (s0 ≻ L(Q, c), s1 ≻ s0)

• Let the sample selection indicator be defined as

J(c, h) = I(c)I10(c) · I1(c, h)I0(c) ·
∏

t6=t0,t1

It(c), (B.13)

such that, for fixed (R,Q,≻),

s1 ≻ s0 and R ∈ Es0(≻, Q; c) ∩ Es1(≻, Q; c) ⇐⇒ lim
h→0

J(c, h)(I+1 (c, h) ∨ I−1 (c, h)) = 1.

Define Ji(c, h) = J(c, h) where Ri,≻i, Qi is plugged in.

Defining the proxy outcome Y (j)(CN ). Define D
(1)
i (c) to be the indicator for failing to qualify

for lottery schools that ≻i prefers to s1:

D
(1)
i (c) =

∏

s:ℓs 6=∅,s≻s1

1(Vis(Qi, Ui) < cs).

Let

π
(1)
i (c) = PU (D

(1)
i (c) = 1 | Qi,≻i).

be the corresponding probability (PU emphasizes that this is only a function of the distribution of

U). Similarly, define

D
(0)
i (c) =







∏

s:ℓs 6=∅,s≻s0
1(Vis(Qi, Ui) < cs), if s0 is a test-score school

∏

s:ℓs 6=∅,s≻s0
1(Vis(Qi, Ui) < cs) · 1(Vis0(Qi, Ui) > cs0) if s0 is a lottery school

and π(0)(c) = PU (D
(0)
i (c) = 1 | Qi,≻i).

Define the proxy outcome as the IPW ratio

Y (j)(c) =
D

(j)
i (c)Yi

π
(j)
i (c)

(B.14)

where we impose the convention 0/0 = 0.

Note that for all h, almost surely

Ji(CN , h)I
+
1 (CN , h)Y

(1)(CN ) = Ji(CN , h)I
+
1 (CN , h)

D
(1)
i (CN )Yi(s1)

π
(1)
i (CN )

. (B.15)

and similarly

Ji(CN , h)I
−
1 (CN , h)Y

(0)(CN ) = Ji(CN , h)I
−
1 (CN , h)

D
(0)
i (CN )Yi(s0)

π
(0)
i (CN )

.

This is because when Ji(CN , h)I
+
1 (CN , h) = 1, either i is assigned to s1 or they are assigned to

a lottery school they prefer to s1. Similarly, when Ji(CN , h)I
−
1 (CN , h) = 1, if s0 is a test-scores
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school (and i wins the lottery at s0), then either i is assigned to s0 or to a lottery school i prefers

to s0.

Estimators of the right-limit. The rest of this section now restricts to considering the right-

limit. To simplify notation, define

Yi(CN ) =
D†

i (CN )Yi(s1)

πi(CN )

where D†
i (CN ) = D

(1)
i (CN ) and πi(CN ) = π

(1)
i (CN ). We can replace Y

(1)
i (CN ) by Yi(CN ) because

of (B.15). A natural estimator of the right-limit,

lim
h→0

E
[
Y | J(c, h) = 1, I+1 (c, h) = 1

]
= E[Y (s1) | s1 ≻ s0, R ∈ Es0(≻, Q; c) ∩ Es1(≻, Q; c)],

is a locally linear estimator with uniform kernel and bandwidth hN :

β̂(hN ) = [β̂0, β̂1]
′ = argmin

β0,β1

N∑

i=1

Wi(CN , hN ) [Yi(CN )− β0 − β1(Rit1 − ρ(CN ))]2 ,

where Wi(CN , hN ) = Ji(CN , hN )I+1i(CN , hN ).

Let xi(CN ) = [1, Rit1 − ρ(CN )]′ collect the right-hand side variable in the weighted least-squares

regression. Then the locally linear regression estimator is

β̂0(hN ) = e′1

(
N∑

i=1

Wi(CN , hN )xi(CN )xi(CN )′
)−1( N∑

i=1

Wi(CN , hN )xi(CN )Yi(CN )

)

There is a natural oracle estimator

β̌0(hN ) = e′1

(
N∑

i=1

Wi(c, hN )xi(c)xi(c)
′
)−1( N∑

i=1

Wi(c, hN )xi(c)Yi(c)

)

whose asymptotic properties are well-understood.21 Our goal is to show that the difference between

the two estimators is small:
√

nhN

(

β̂0(hN )− β̌0(hN )
)

= op(1).

Assumptions. First, let us recall the following assumption to avoid certain knife-edge populations.

Assumption 4.1 (Population cutoffs are interior). The distribution of student observables satisfies

Assumption 2.1, where the population cutoffs c satisfy:

(1) School s1 is not undersubscribed nor impossible to qualify for: ρ(c) ∈ (0, 1).

(2) For each school s, the cutoff

cs 6∈
{

1

qs + 1
, . . . ,

qs
qs + 1)

, 1

}

.

(3) If cs = 0, then s is eventually undersubscribed: P (Cs,N = 0) → 1.

21e1 = [1, 0]′.
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(4) If two schools s3, s4 uses the same test t, then their test score cutoffs are different, unless

both are undersubscribed: If rs3,t(c) = rs4,t(c) then cs3 = cs4 = 0, where rs,t is defined in (3.5).

Next, let us also state the following technical conditions

Assumption B.1 (Bounded densities). For some constant 0 < B <∞,

(1) The density of (Ri | ≻i, Qi, Yi(0), . . . , Yi(M)) with respect to the Lebesgue measure is positive

and bounded by B, uniformly over the conditioning variables.

(2) The density of Ui = [Uiℓs : ℓs 6= ∅] with respect to the Lebesgue measure is positive and

bounded by B.

Define

µ+(r) = E[Yi(s1) | Ji(c) = 1, Rt1 = r]

and µ−(r) = E[Yi(s1) | Ji(c) = 1, Rt1 = r] where Ji(c) = Ji(c, 0).

Assumption B.2 (Moment bounds). (1) Let ǫ
(1)
i = Yi(s1)−µ+(r). For some ε > 0, the (2+ε)th

moment exists and is bounded uniformly:

E[(ǫ
(1)
i )2+ε | Ji(c) = 1, Rit1 = r] < BV (ε) <∞.

Similarly, the same moment bounds hold for Yi(s0). Note that this implies that the second moment

is bounded uniformly by some BV = BV (0).

(2) The conditional variance Var(ǫi | Ji(c) = 1, Rit1 = r) is right-continuous at ρ(c) with right-

limit σ2+ > 0. Similarly, the conditional variance for Yi(s0) is also continuous with left-limit σ2− > 0.

(3) The conditional first moment is bounded uniformly: E[|Yi(sk)| | Ri,≻i, Qi] < BM < ∞ for

k = 0, 1.

Assumption B.3 (Smoothness of mean). The maps µ+(r), µ−(r) are thrice continuously differ-

entiable with bounded third derivative ‖µ′′′+(r)‖∞, ‖µ′′′−(r)‖∞ < BD <∞.

Assumption B.4 (Continuously differentiable density). The density f(r) = p(Rit1 = r | Ji(c) = 1)

is continuously differentiable at ρ(c) and strictly positive.

Statement of the main theorem.

Theorem B.1. Under Assumptions 2.1, 4.1, and B.1 to B.4, assuming N−1/2 = o(hN ) and hN =

o(1), then the feasible estimator and the oracle estimator are equivalent in the first order
√

NhN (β̂ − β̌) = Op

(

h
1/2
N +N−1/4h

−1/2
N +N−1/2h−1

N

)

= op(1).

Corollary B.2. Under Theorem B.1, we immediately have that the discrepancy
√
NhN (β̂ − β̌) =

op(
√
NhNh

2
N ) if hN = O(N−d) with d ∈ [0.2, 0.25].

Let β̌ = Ǎ−1
1N Ǎ2N and let β̂ = Â−1

1N Â2N for matrices ǍkN , ÂkN . The theorem follows from the

following proposition.

Proposition B.3. Under Assumptions 2.1, 4.1, and B.1 to B.4, assuming N−1/2 = o(hN ) and

hN = o(1), then
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(1) The matrix

Ǎ1N =

[

Op(1) Op(hN )

Op(hN ) Op(h
2
N )

]

and, as a result,

(Ǎ1N + bN )−1 = Ǎ−1
1N +

[

Op(bN ) Op(bN/h
2
N )

Op(bN/h
2
N ) Op(bN/h

4
N )

]

.

Similarly,

Ǎ2N =

[

Op(1)

Op(hN )

]

.

(2) Let22

β̃ ≡
(

1

NhN

N∑

i=1

Ji(c)I
+
1i(CN , hN )xi(CN )xi(CN )′

)−1(

1

NhN

N∑

i=1

Ji(c)I
+
1i(CN , hN )xi(CN )Yi(c)

)

≡ Ã−1
1N Ã2N .

Then

Ã1N = Ǎ1N +

[

Op(N
−1/2/hN ) Op(N

−1/2)

Op(N
−1/2) Op(N

−1/2hN )

]

and

Ã2N = Ǎ2N +

[

N−1/2/hN

N−1/2

]

=

[

Op(1)

Op(hN )

]

.

(3) Moreover,
√
NhN (β̂0 − β̃0) = Op

(√
hN
)
.

(4) We may write the discrepancy as

Ã−1
1N

√

NhN Ã2N − Ǎ−1
1N

√

NhN Ǎ2N = Ã−1
1N B̃2N − Ǎ−1

1N B̌2N

for some B̃2N , B̌2N where (a) B̌2N = [Op(1), Op(hN )]′ and (b)

B̃2N = B̌2N +

[

Op(h
3/2
N +N−1/4h

−1/2
N )

Op(h
5/2
N +N−1/4h

1/2
N )

]

.

Proof. [Proof of Theorem B.1 assuming Proposition B.3]

We multiply out, by parts (2) and (4):

Ã1N B̃2N =

(

Ǎ1N +

[

Op(N
−1/2/hN ) Op(N

−1/2)

Op(N
−1/2) Op(N

−1/2hN )

])−1(

B̌2N +

[

Op(h
3/2
N +N−1/4h

−1/2
N )

Op(h
5/2
N +N−1/4h

1/2
N )

])

The first term is

Ǎ−1
1N +

[

Op(N
−1/2/hN) Op(N

−1/2/h2N)

Op(N
−1/2/h2N) Op(N

−1/2/h3N)

]

.

22We write Ji(c) instead of Ji(c, hN ) since it does not depend on hN for sufficiently small hN—see
Corollary B.8.
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Multiplying out, we have that the RHS is

Ǎ−1
1N B̌2N +




Op

(

N−1/2/hN + h
3/2
N +N−1/4h

−1/2
N

)

Op

(

h−1
N ·

(

N−1/2/hN + h
3/2
N +N−1/4h

−1/2
N

))





The total discrepancy between β̂ and β̌, in the first entry, by (3), is then

Op

(

N−1/2/hN + h
3/2
N +N−1/4h

−1/2
N +

√

hN

)

= Op

(

N−1/2/hN + h
1/2
N +N−1/4h

−1/2
N

)

.

�

Proof of Proposition B.3. We prove Proposition B.3 in the remainder of this section. The first

part is a direct application of Lemma A.2 in Imbens and Kalyanaraman (2012), which is a routine

approximation of the sum Ã1N with its integral counterpart.

Proof. [Proof of Proposition B.3(1)] The claim follows directly from Lemma B.16, which is a re-

statement of Lemma A.2 in Imbens and Kalyanaraman (2012). The inversion part follows from

1/(a+ b) = 1/a+O(b/a2). �

Next, the proof of part (2) follows from bounds of the discrepancy between Ã1N and Ǎ1N , detailed

in Lemma B.12.

Proof. [Proof of Proposition B.3(2)] Lemma B.12 directly shows that

Ã1N = Ǎ1N +Op(N
−1/2)

[

1/hN 1

1 hN

]

when we expand

A1N =

[

S0N S1N

S1N S2N

]

in the notation of Lemma B.12. The part about Ã2N follows similarly from Corollary B.13. �

Next, the proof of part (3) follows from bounds of the discrepancy between ÂkN and ÃkN ,

detailed in Lemmas B.10 and B.11.

Proof. [Proof of Proposition B.3(3)] Note that (1) and (2) implies that

Ã1N =

[

Op(1) Op(hN )

Op(hN ) Op(h
2
N )

]

.

Lemma B.10 shows that

Â1N = Ã1N +Op(N
−1/2)

[

1 hN

hN h2N

]

.

and Lemma B.11 shows that

Â2N = Ã2N +Op(N
−1/2)

[

1

hN

]

.
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The inverse is then

Â−1
1N = Ã−1

1N +Op(N
−1/2)

[

1 1/hN

1/hN 1/h2N

]

Multiplying the terms out, we have that

Â−1
1N Â2N = Ã−1

1N Ã2N +

[

N−1/2

N−1/2/hN

]

Scaling by
√
NhN yields the bound

√
hN in (3). �

Lastly, we consider the fourth claim. To that end, we recall that

E[Yi(c) | Ji(c) = 1, Rits = r] = E[Yi(s1) | Ji(c) = 1, Rits = r] ≡ µ+(r).

Let ǫi = Yi(c) − µ+(Rits). Now, observe that E[ǫi | Rits , Ji(c) = 1] = 0. We first do a Taylor

expansion of µ+. Assumption B.3 implies that

µ+(r) = µ+(ρ(c)) + µ′+(ρ(c))(r − ρ) +
1

2
µ′′+(ρ(c))(r − ρ)2 = ν(r; c, ρ),

where |ν(r; c, ρ)| < BD(r− ρ(c))3 +Bµ(c)(|r− ρ(c)|+ |ρ(c)− ρ|)|ρ(c)− ρ| for some constant Bµ(c).

Proof. [Proof of Proposition B.3(4)] In the notation of Lemmas B.12 and B.14, we can write Ã2N =
1

NhN

∑N
i=1 Ji(c)I

+
1i(CN , hN )xi(CN )Yi(c) as

[

µ+(c)S0N + µ′
+(c)S1N +

µ′′

+(c)

2 S2N

µ+(c)S1N + µ′
+(c)S2N +

µ′′

+(c)

2 S3N

]

+ νN +

[

T0N

T1N

]

,

where the argument ρ = ρ(CN ) for SkN . Let

B̃2N =
√

NhN

([
µ′′

+(c)

2 S2N

µ′′

+(c)

2 S3N

]

+ νN +

[

T0N

T1N

])

.

Let B̌2N be similarly defined. Note that

Ã−1
1N Ã2N =

[

µ+(c)

µ′
+(c)

]

+
1√
NhN

Ã−1
1N B̃2N

and similarly

Ǎ−1
1N Ǎ2N =

[

µ+(c)

µ′
+(c)

]

+
1√
NhN

Ǎ−1
1N B̌2N

Thus it remains to show that

B̃2N = B̌2N +

[

Op(h
3/2
N +N−1/4h

−1/2
N )

Op(h
5/2
N +N−1/4h

1/2
N )

]

.

The above claim follows immediately from the bounds in Lemmas B.12, B.14, and B.15. �
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Central limit theorem and variance estimation. Under a Taylor expansion (Assumption B.3)

of µ+(r), we have that, so long as hN = o(N−1/5),

√

NhN (β̃0−µ+(c)) =
1√
NhN

N∑

i=1

ν2 − ν1
Rit1

−ρ(c)

hN

(ν0ν2 − ν21)f(ρ(c)) P(Ji(c) = 1)
·Wi(c, hN ) · (Yi(c)− µ+(Rit1))

︸ ︷︷ ︸

ZN

+op(1)

via a standard argument. See, for instance, Imbens and Lemieux (2008); Hahn et al. (2001);

Imbens and Kalyanaraman (2012).

Theorem B.4. When hN = o(N−1/5), under Assumptions B.2 to B.4, we have the following

central limit theorem:

σ̂−1
N (β̌0 − µ+(c))

d−→ N (0, 1)

where the variance estimate is

σ̂2N =
4NhN
N+

(

1

N+

N∑

i=1

Wi(CN , hN )Yi(CN )2 − β̂20

)

N+ =

N∑

i=1

Wi(CN , hN ).

Proof. The central limit theorem follows from Lemma B.18, which shows normality of ZN under

Lyapunov conditions, and Lemma B.20, which shows consistency of σ̂2
N . �

Guide to the lemmas. We conclude the main text of this appendix section with a guide to the

lemmas that are appended in the rest of the section (Appendices B.1 to B.5). The key to the

bounds is placing ourselves in an event that is well-behaved, in the sense that the ordering of the

sample cutoffs CN agrees with its population counterpart. This is dealt with in Appendix B.1.

Under such an event, all but
√
N of students’ qualification statuses in sample disagree with those

in population, yielding bounds related to Ji (Appendix B.2) and JiYi(CN ) (Appendix B.3). Having

dealt with Ji(CN , hN ) 6= Ji(c), we can bound the discrepancy due to ρ(CN ) 6= ρ(c), and those are

in Corollary B.13 and Lemma B.14 in Appendix B.4. Lastly, Appendix B.5 contains lemmas that

are useful for the CLT and variance estimation parts of the argument.

B.1. Placing ourselves on well-behaved events.

Lemma B.5. Let 0 ≤MN → ∞ diverge. Let AN = AN (MN , hN ) be the following event: Let

g−1
s (Qs, cs) ≡ inf

{

r ∈ [0, 1] :
Qs + r

qs + 1
≥ cs

}

where inf
[0,1]

∅ = 1.

be the test-score space cutoff corresponding to students of discrete level Qs.

(1) (c and CN agree on all q∗s) For any school s and any q ∈ {0, . . . , qs}, g−1
s (q, CN ) ∈ (0, 1) if

and only if g−1
s (q, c) ∈ (0, 1). If g−1

s (q, CN ) 6∈ (0, 1), then g−1
s (q, CN ) = g−1

s (q, c).

(2) The cutoffs converge for every s, q:

max
s

max
q

|g−1
s (q, cs)− g−1

s (q, Cs,N )| ≤MNN
−1/2.

(3) (c and CN agree on all the ordering of rt,s) For any schools s1, s2 which uses the same test

t, rt,s1(CN ) and rt,s2(CN ) are exactly ordered as rt,s1(c) and rt,s2(c).
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(4) For all ≻, Q, ρ(CN ) + hN < Rt1(s1;≻i, Qi, CN ) if and only if ρ(c) < Rt1(s1;≻i, Qi, c).

(5) Suppose s0 is a test-score school that uses t1. For all ≻, Q, ρ(CN )−hN > rt1(s0;Q,≻, CN )

if and only if ρ(c) > rt1(s0;Q,≻, c)
Under Assumptions 2.1 and 4.1 and hN → 0, AN occurs almost surely eventually:

lim
N→∞

P(AN ) = 1.

Proof. Since intersections of eventually almost sure events are eventually almost sure, it suffices to

show that the following types events individually occur with probability tending to one:

(1) For any fixed s and any q ∈ {0, . . . , qs}, g−1
s (q, Cs,N ) ∈ (0, 1) if and only if g−1

s (q, cs) ∈ (0, 1).

If g−1
s (q, Cs,N ) 6∈ (0, 1), then g−1

s (q, Cs,N ) = g−1
s (q, cs).

• If s is undersubscribed in population cs = 0, then (3) in Assumption 4.1 implies that

eventually Cs,N = cs = 0. On that event, g−1
s (q, c) = g−1

s (q, CN ).

• Otherwise, suppose cs ∈ (0, 1). By (2) in Assumption 4.1, cs does not equal any exact

q/(qs+1). Note that by Assumption 2.1, for any fixed ǫ > 0, P(Cs,N ∈ [cs−ǫ, cs+ǫ]) →
1. We can choose ǫ such that for some unique q,

q

qs + 1
<
q + cs − ǫ

qs + 1
≤ q + cs + ǫ

qs + 1
<

q + 1

qs + 1
.

Thus, for that q, Cs,N ∈ [cs − ǫ, cs + ǫ] implies that both g−1(q, CN ) and g−1(q, c) are

interior. For all q′ < q, both are equal to 1 and for all q′ > q, both are equal to zero.

(2) For fixed s, q, |g−1
s (q, cs)− g−1

s (q, Cs,N )| ≤MNN
−1/2

• If q 6= q∗s , with probability tending to 1 |g−1
s (q, cs)− g−1

s (q, Cs,N )| = 0.

• If q = q∗s , then since maxs|cs −Cs,N | = Op(N
−1/2) and gs(q, ·) is affine, the preimage

is also Op(N
−1/2) (uniformly over s).

(3) For fixed schools s1, s2 which uses the same test t, rt,s1(CN ) and rt,s2 (CN ) are exactly

ordered as rt,s1(c) and rt,s2(c).

• Suppose rt,s1(c) > rt,s2(c). Note that for any ǫ > 0, P [rt,s1(CN ) > rt,s1(c)− ǫ] → 1 by

Assumption 2.1. Similarly, P [rt,s2(CN ) < rt,s2(c) + ǫ] → 1. Therefore, we may take

ǫ =
rt,s1(c)−rt,s2(c)

2 .

• Suppose rt,s1(c) = rt,s2 (c). Then by (3) in Assumption 4.1, both schools are under-

subscribed. In that case, (2) in Assumption 4.1 implies that rt,s1(CN ) = rt,s2(CN )

eventually almost surely.

(4) For a fixed ≻, Q and hN → 0, ρ(CN ) + hN < Rt1(s1;≻, Q, CN ) if and only if ρ(c) <

Rt1(s1;≻, Q, c).
• By Assumption 4.1, ρ(c) ∈ (0, 1), and hence ρ(c) 6= Rt1(s1;≻, Q, c) for any ≻, Q. The

event in (2) implies

|ρ(CN )− ρ(c)| < MNN
−1/2

and |Rt1(s1;≻, Q, CN )−Rt1(s1;≻, Q, c)| < MNN
−1/2. Under this event, since hN →

0, we have ρ(CN ) + hN < Rt1(s1;≻, Q, CN ) for all sufficiently large N . Hence if (2)

occurs almost surely eventually, then (4) must also. �

(5) Suppose s0 is a test-score school that uses t1. For all ≻, Q, ρ(CN )− hN > rt1(s0;Q,≻, CN)

if and only if ρ(c) > rt1(s0;Q,≻, c).
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• The proof of this claim is similar to the proof of the last claim (4).

Remark B.6. We work with nonstochastic sequences of the bandwidth parameter hN . If the

bandwidth parameter is a stochastic HN , then we can modify by appending to AN the event

HN < MNhN for some nonstochastic sequence hN . If HN = Op(hN ), then P(HN < MNhN ) → 1;

as a result, our subsequent conclusions are not affected. �

B.2. Bounding discrepancy in Ji. By studying the implications of the event AN—all score

cutoffs are induced by CN agrees with that induced by c and all almost-sure-qualification statuses

also agree—we immediately have the following result, which, roughly speaking, implies that the

event Ji(CN ) 6= Ji(c) is a subset of an event where Ri belongs to a set of Lebesgue measure at most

MNN
−1/2.

Lemma B.7. On the event AN ,

(1) For all i, Ii(c) = Ii(CN ).

(2) For all i, I1i(c, 0) = I1i(CN , hN ).

(3) For all i, I10i(c) = I10i(CN ).

(4) For t 6= t0, t1, Iti(c) 6= Iti(CN ) implies that (a) Rt(s0;Qi,≻i, CN ) ∈ (0, 1), (b)

|Rt(s0;Qi,≻i, CN )−Rt(s0;Qi,≻i, c)| ≤MNN
−1/2,

and (c) Rit is between Rt(s0;Qi,≻i, CN ) and Rt(s0;Qi,≻i, c).

(5) If s0 is a test score school using t0 and t1 = t0, then I0i(CN ) = I0i(c).

(6) If s0 is a test score school using t0 and t1 6= t0, I0i(c) 6= I0i(CN ) implies that (a)

Rt0(s0;Qi,≻i, CN ) ∈ (0, 1),

(b)

|Rt0(s0;Qi,≻i, CN )−Rt0(s0;Qi,≻i, c)| ≤MNN
−1/2,

(c)

|rt0(s0;Qi,≻i, CN )− rt0(s0;Qi,≻i, c)| ≤MNN
−1/2,

and (d) either Rit0 is between Rt0(s0;Qi,≻i, CN ) and Rt0(s0;Qi,≻i, c), or Rit0 is between

rt0(s0;Qi,≻i, CN ) and rt0(s0;Qi,≻i, c).

(7) Under Assumption B.1, for all i, πi(c) = 0 if and only if πi(CN ) = 0. Moreover, if πi(c) > 0,

then

|πi(CN )− πi(c)| ≤ LBMNN
−1/2.

Proof. Every claim is immediate given the definition of AN in Lemma B.5. �

Corollary B.8. On the event AN , the disagreement Ji(CN , hN ) 6= Ji(c, hN ) implies that (Rit : t 6=
t1) ∈ K(≻i, Qi; c), where µRT−1(K(≻i, Qi; c)) ≤ TMNN

−1/2. Moreover, under Assumption 4.1, for

all sufficiently small hN , Ji(c, hN ) = Ji(c) does not depend on hN .
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Proof. Ji(CN , hN ) 6= Ji(c, hN ) implies that at least one of Ii, Iti, I0i have a disagreement over c

and CN . On AN , disagreements of Iti imply that Rti is contained in a region of measure at most

MNN
−1/2. If t1 = t0, then the union of disagreements over Iti is a region of size at most (T −

1)MNN
−1/2, and Ii, I0i has no disagreement. If t1 6= t0, disagreements of I0i imply that Rit0 is

contained in a region of measure at most 2MNN
−1/2, and hence the union of disagreements is a

region of size at most TMNN
−1/2. Neither case implies anything about Rit1 .

The only part of Ji that depends on hN is I1(c, hN ), which does not depend on hN when hN is

sufficiently small due to Assumption 4.1. �

Corollary B.9. SupposeMN = o(N1/2). On the event AN , there exists some η > 0, independently

of MN , such that for all sufficiently large N , if πi(CN ) > 0 then πi(CN ) ≥ η. Equivalently,

1/πi(CN ) < 1/η whenever defined.

Proof. Let η = min {v = πi(c) : v > 0} /2 > 0. Under AN , πi(c) = 0 if and only if πi(CN ) = 0 and

πi(CN ) is uniformly o(1) away from πi(c). Hence for sufficiently large N , the discrepancy between

πi(c) and πi(CN ) is bounded above by η, thereby πi(CN ) > η as long as πi(CN ) > 0. �

Lemma B.10. Let Γi ≥ 0 be some random variable at the student level where

E[Γi | Ri,≻i, Qi, Zi] < BM <∞

almost surely. Under Assumptions 2.1, 4.1, and B.1, assuming N−1/2 = o(hN ), the discrepancy of

the sample selection is of the following stochastic order:

FN ≡ 1√
NhN

N∑

i=1

|Ji(CN , hN )− Ji(c, hN )|I+1i(CN , hN )Γi = Op(1).

Proof. On the event AN , |ρ(c)− ρ(CN )| ≤MNN
−1/2. Then, on AN ,

√
NhNFN =

N∑

i=1

|Ji(CN )− Ji(c)|I+1i(CN , hN)Γi

≤
N∑

i=1

1 [(Rit : t 6= t1) ∈ K(≻i, Qi; c)]1(Rit1 ∈ [ρ(c)−MNN
−1/2, ρ(c) +MNN

−1/2 + hN ])Γi

≡
√
NhNGN (MN ).

Hence, under Lemma B.5, for any sequence MN → ∞, since the corresponding P(AN ) → 1,

FN = FNAN + op(1) ≤ GN (MN )AN + op(1) ≤ GN (MN ) + op(1).

Since GN ≥ 0 almost surely, by Markov’s inequality, Assumption B.1, and N−1/2 = o(hN ),

GN = Op(E[GN ]) =
1√
NhN

·Op

(

N · (TMNN
−1/2) · (2MNN

−1/2 + hN ) · B
)

≤M2
NOp(1).

Note that

E[GN ] =
1√
NhN

NE

[

Ri ∈ K̃(≻i, Qi; c)
]

E[Γi | Ri ∈ K̃(≻i, Qi; c)]
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≤
√
N

hN
B · (TMNN

−1/2) · (2MNN
−1/2 + hN ) · BM

= O(M2
N )

Therefore, for any MN → ∞, no matter how slowly, FN = Op(M
2
N ). This implies that FN =

Op(1). �

B.3. Bounding discrepancy in terms involving Yi(CN ).

Lemma B.11. Fix MN → ∞. Suppose that E[|Yi(s1)| | Ri,≻i, Qi, Zi] < BM < ∞ almost surely.

Then the difference
∣
∣
∣
∣

N∑

i=1

Ji(CN , hN )I+1 (CN , hN )Yi(CN )−
N∑

i=1

Ji(CN , hN )I+1 (CN , hN )Yi(CN )

∣
∣
∣
∣
≤ ∆1N +∆2N +∆3N

where

∆1N =
∑

i

I+i (CN , hN )Ji(c, hN )

∣
∣
∣
∣

D†
i (CN )

πi(CN )
− D†

i (c)

πi(c)

∣
∣
∣
∣
Yi(s1)

∆2N =
∑

i

I+i (CN , hN )
D†

i (c)

πi(c)
|Ji(CN , hN )− Ji(c, hN )|Yi(s1)

∆3N =
∑

i

I+i (CN , hN )|Ji(CN , hN )− Ji(c, hN )|
∣
∣
∣
∣

D†
i (CN )

πi(CN )
− D†

i (c)

πi(c)

∣
∣
∣
∣
Yi(s1).

Moreover, under Assumptions 2.1, 4.1, and B.1, for j = 1, 2, 3,
∆jN√
NhN

= Op(1). As a result,

∣
∣
∣
∣

N∑

i=1

Ji(CN , hN )I+1 (CN , hN )Yi(CN )−
N∑

i=1

Ji(CN , hN )I+1 (CN , hN )Yi(CN )

∣
∣
∣
∣
= Op

(

N1/2hN

)

.

Proof. The part before “moreover” follows from adding and subtracting and triangle inequality.

To prove the claim after “moreover,” first, note that by Corollary B.9, for all sufficiently large N ,

the inverse propensity weight 1/πi < 1/η. Immediately, then, ∆2N ,∆3N are bounded above by
∑

i

I+i (CN , hN)|Ji(CN , hN )− Ji(c, hN )| · Yi(s1) = Op(
√
NhN )

via Lemma B.10.

By the same argument where we bound 1/πi,

∆1N =
N∑

i=1

I+i (CN , hN )Ji(c, hN )

∣
∣
∣
∣

1

πi(CN )
− 1

πi(c)

∣
∣
∣
∣
D†

i (c)Yi(s1) +Op(
√
NhN ).

By Lemma B.7, ∣
∣
∣
∣

1

πi(CN )
− 1

πi(c)

∣
∣
∣
∣
< MNN

−1/2.

On AN , since
∑

i

I+i (CN , hN)Ji(c, hN )D†
i (c)Yi(s1) ≤

∑

i

1(Ri ∈ K̃(≻i, Qi; c))Yi(s1)
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where sup≻i,Qi
µ (K(≻i, Qi; c)) = O(hN ). We have again by Markov’s inequality and the bound on

the conditional first moment of Yi(s1),
∑

i

I+i (CN , hN )Ji(c, hN )D†
i (c)Yi(s1) = Op(NhN ).

Hence ∆1N = Op(
√
NhN). �

B.4. Bounding terms involving xi and I+1i.

Lemma B.12. Suppose N−1/2 = o(hN ). Consider

Sk,N(ρ) ≡ 1

NhN

N∑

i=1

Ji(c)(Rit1 − ρ)k1 (Rit1 ∈ [ρ, ρ+ hN ]) .

Then, under Assumptions 2.1, 4.1, and B.1,

|Sk,N(ρ(CN ))− Sk,N(ρ(c))| = Op

(

hk−1
N N−1/2

)

= op(h
k
N ).

Proof. Suppose N is sufficiently large such that MNN
−1/2 < hN . On the event AN ,

|Sk,N (ρ(CN ))−Sk,N (ρ(c))| ≤ sup
{

|Sk,N (ρ)− Sk,N (ρ(c))| : ρ ∈ [ρ(c)−MNN
−1/2, ρ(c) +MNN

−1/2]
}

.

For a fixed ρ ∈ [ρ(c)−MNN
−1/2, ρ(c) +MNN

−1/2], the difference

|Sk,N (ρ(CN ))− Sk,N (ρ(c))| ≤ 1

NhN

N∑

i=1

Ji(c)1(Rit1 ∈ [ρ(c), ρ(c) + hN ])∆1ik

+
1

NhN

N∑

i=1

Ji(c)1(Rit1 ∈ ∆2)(Rit1 − ρ)k

+
1

NhN

N∑

i=1

Ji(c)1(Rit1 ∈ ∆2)∆1ik

where ∆1ik = |(Rit1 − ρ)k − (Rit1 − ρ(c))k| and ∆2 = [ρ, ρ(c)] ∪ [ρ+ hN , ρ(c) + hN ] if ρ < ρ(c) and

[ρ(c), ρ] ∪ [ρ(c) + hN , ρ+ hN ] otherwise.

Note that ∆1ik = 0 if k = 0. If k > 0 then

∆ik < |ρ− ρ(c)|k(2MNN
−1/2 + hN )k−1 < BkMNN

−1/2hk−1
N

for some constants Bk, by the difference of two kth powers formula. Let B0 = 0, then the first term

is bounded by

BkMNN
−1/2hk−1

N · 1

NhN

N∑

i=1

Ji(c)1(Rit1 ∈ [ρ(c), ρ(c) + hN ]).

The second term is bounded by

B′
kh

k
N

1

NhN

N∑

i=1

Ji(c)1(Rit1 ∈ ∆2)
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for some constants B′
k where B′

0 = 1. The third term is bounded by

BkMNN
−1/2hk−1

N

1

NhN

N∑

i=1

Ji(c)1(Rit1 ∈ ∆2)

These bounds hold regardless of ρ, and hence taking the supremum over ρ yields that, for any

MN → ∞,

|Sk,N (ρ(CN ))− Sk,N (ρ(c))| = Op

(

BkMNN
−1/2hk−1

N + hk−1
N MNN

−1/2 +BkMNN
−1hk−2

N

)

= Op(MNh
k−1
N N−1/2).

Hence |Sk,N (ρ(CN ))− Sk,N (ρ(c))| = Op

(
hk−1
N N−1/2

)
. �

Corollary B.13. The conclusion of Lemma B.12 continues to hold if each term of Sk,N(ρ) is

multiplied with some independent Γi where E[|Γi| | Ri,≻i, Qi, Zi] < BM <∞ almost surely.

Proof. The bounds continue to hold where the right-hand side involves terms like

1

NhN

N∑

i=1

Ji(c)1(Rit1 ∈ ∆2)|Γi|.

The last step of the proof to Lemma B.12 uses Markov’s inequality, which incurs a constant of BM

since terms like

E[|Γi| | Ji(c)1(Rit1 ∈ ∆2) = 1] ≤ BM .

�

Lemma B.14. SupposeN−1/2 = o(hN ). Suppose ǫi are independent over i with E[ǫi | Ji(c), Rit1 ] =

0 and Var[ǫi | Ji(c), Rit1 ] < BV <∞ almost surely. Consider

Tk,N (ρ) ≡ 1

NhN

N∑

i=1

Ji(c, hN )(Rit1 − ρ)k1 (Rit1 ∈ [ρ, ρ+ hN ]) ǫi.

Then, under Assumptions 2.1, 4.1, and B.1, for k = 0, 1,

|Tk,N (ρ(CN ))− Tk,N(ρ(c))| = Op

(

N−1/4 ·N−1/2 · hk−1
N

)

.

Proof. Suppose N is sufficiently large such that MNN
−1/2 < hN . On the event AN ,

|Tk,N (ρ(CN ))−Tk,N (ρ(c))| ≤ sup
{

|Tk,N (ρ)− Tk,N (ρ(c))| : ρ ∈ [ρ(c)−MNN
−1/2, ρ(c) +MNN

−1/2]
}

.

For a fixed ρ ∈ [ρ(c)−MNN
−1/2, ρ(c) +MNN

−1/2], the difference

|Tk,N (ρ(CN ))− Tk,N (ρ(c))| ≤ 1

NhN

∣
∣
∣
∣

N∑

i=1

Ji(c)1(Rit1 ∈ [ρ(c), ρ(c) + hN ])∆1ikǫi

∣
∣
∣
∣

+
1

NhN

∣
∣
∣
∣

N∑

i=1

Ji(c)1(Rit1 ∈ ∆2)(Rit1 − ρ)kǫi

∣
∣
∣
∣

+
1

NhN

∣
∣
∣
∣

N∑

i=1

Ji(c)1(Rit1 ∈ ∆2)∆1ikǫi

∣
∣
∣
∣
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where ∆1ik = |(Rit1 − ρ)k − (Rit1 − ρ(c))k| and ∆2 = [ρ, ρ(c)] ∪ [ρ+ hN , ρ(c) + hN ] if ρ < ρ(c) and

[ρ(c), ρ]∪[ρ(c)+hN , ρ+hN ] otherwise. Note that ∆1ik = 0 if k = 0 and ∆1ik = |ρ−ρ(c)| < MNN
−1/2

if k = 1.

We first show that
∣
∣
∣
∣

N∑

i=1

1(Rit1 ∈ ∆2)ηi

∣
∣
∣
∣
= Op(N

1/4) ηi ≡ Ji(c, hN )ǫi

Note that the event

N∑

i=1

1(Rit1 is between ρ(c) and ρ, for some ρ ∈ [ρ(c)−MNN
−1/2, ρ(c) +MNN

−1/2])

< 2MN · BMNN
−1/2 = 2BM2

NN
−1/2 ≡ KN

occurs with probability tending to 1, and so does the event

N∑

i=1

1(Rit1 is between ρ(c) + hN and ρ+ hN , for some ρ ∈ [ρ(c)−MNN
−1/2, ρ(c) +MNN

−1/2]) < KN .

On both events, the sum

∣
∣
∣
∣

N∑

i=1

1(Rit1 ∈ ∆2)ηi

∣
∣
∣
∣
≤ sup

U1<KN

∣
∣
∣
∣

∑

1≤u1≤U1

η1(u1)

∣
∣
∣
∣
+ sup

U2<KN

∣
∣
∣
∣

∑

1≤u2≤U2

η2(u2)

∣
∣
∣
∣

where we label the observation such that η1(u) is the u
th ηi with Rit1 closest to ρ(c) and η2(u) is the

uth ηi with Rit1 closest to ρ(c)+ hN . Observe that Z1U ≡∑1≤u≤U η1(u) is a martingale adapted to

the filtration FU = σ
{
(Rit1)

N
i=1, η1(u) : u ≤ U

}
. By Kolmogorov’s maximal inequality,

P

(

sup
U≤KN

|Z1U | ≥ t

)

≤ E[Z2
1KN

]

t2
≤ KNBV

t2
.

Similarly, we obtain the same bound for the terms involving ǫ2(u). Hence

sup
U1<KN

∣
∣
∣
∣

∑

1≤u1≤U1

η1(u1)

∣
∣
∣
∣
+ sup

U2<KN

∣
∣
∣
∣

∑

1≤u2≤U2

η2(u2)

∣
∣
∣
∣
= Op(

√

KN ) =MNOp(N
1/4).

Therefore, since for any arbitrarily slowly diverging MN , the three events that we place ourselves on

occurs with probability tending to 1,
∣
∣
∑N

i=1 1(Rit1 ∈ ∆2)ηi
∣
∣ = Op(N

1/4).

Now, we bound the three terms on the RHS. The second term is bounded above by

hk−1
N

N

∣
∣
∣
∣

N∑

i=1

Ji(c, hN)1(Rit1 ∈ ∆2)ηi

∣
∣
∣
∣
= Op(h

k−1
N N−3/4).

The third term is also Op(h
k−1
N N−3/4) since ∆1ik < MNN

−1/2 = O(1) uniformly over i. The first

term is zero if k = 0. If k = 1, the first term is bounded above by

MNN
−1/2−1h−1

N

∑

i

1(Rit1 ∈ [ρ(c), ρ(c) + hN ])ηi.

Chebyshev’s inequality suggests that
∑

i

1(Rit1 ∈ [ρ(c), ρ(c) + hN ])ηi = Op

(√
N
√

Var(1(Rit1 ∈ [ρ(c), ρ(c) + hN ])ηi)
)

= Op(
√

NhN ),
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thus bounding the first term with Op

(

N−1h
−1/2
N

)

= op(h
k−1
N N−3/4). Hence, since the above bounds

are uniform over ρ ∈ [ρ(c) − MNN
−1/2, ρ(c) + MNN

−1/2], the bound is Op(N
−3/4hk−1

N ) on the

difference |Tk,N(ρ(CN ))− Tk,N (ρ(c))|. �

Lemma B.15. Suppose ν(r; c, ρ) is such that

|ν(r; c, ρ)| < BD(r − ρ(c))3 +Bµ(c)(|r − ρ(c)|+ |ρ(c) − ρ|)|ρ(c) − ρ|.

Then the difference

νN (CN )− νN (c)

≡ 1

NhN

N∑

i=1

Ji(c)I
+
1i(CN , hN )xi(CN )ν(Rit1 ; c, ρ(CN ))− 1

NhN

N∑

i=1

Ji(c)I
+
1i(c, hN )xi(c)ν(Rit1 ; c, ρ(c))

= op(hNN
−1/2),

assuming N−1/2 = o(hN ).

Proof. On AN , when I
+
1i = 1, the ν terms are uniformly bounded by

BD(hN + 2MNN
−1/2)3 + 10Bµ(c)(hN +MNN

−1/2)MNN
−1/2 = O(hNN

−1/2 + h3N ).

Thus, by Lemma B.12, the difference is bounded by

Op(hNN
−1/2 + h3N )

[

N−1/2/hN

N−1/2

]

= op(hNN
−1/2).

�

Lemma B.16 (A modified version of Lemma A.2 in Imbens and Kalyanaraman (2012)). Consider

Sk,N = Sk,N(c) in Lemma B.12. Then, under Assumption B.4,

Sk,N = P(Ji(c) = 1) · f(ρ(c))hkN
∫ 1/2

0
tj dt+ op(h

k
N ),

and, as a result,
[

S0,N S1,N

S1,N S2,N

]−1

=

[

a2 −a1/hN
−a1/hN a2/h

2
N

]

+

[

op(1) op(1/hN )

op(1/hN ) op(1/h
2
N )

]

where the constants are23

ak =
νk

P(Ji(c) = 1)f(ρ(c))(ν0ν2 − ν21)
=

12/(k + 1)

P(Ji(c) = 1)f(ρ(c))
νk =

∫ 1

0
tk dt =

1

k + 1

and f(ρ(c)) = p(Rit1 = ρ(c) | Ji(c) = 1) is the conditional density of the running variable at the

cutoff point.

23The constants νk depends on the kernel choice, which we fix to be the uniform kernel K(x) = 1(x < 1/2).
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Proof. The presence of Ji(c) adds P(Ji(c) = 1) to the final result, via conditioning on Ji(c) = 1.

The rest of the result follows directly from Lemma A.2 in Imbens and Kalyanaraman (2012) when

working with the joint distribution conditioned on Ji(c) = 1. �

B.5. Central limit theorem and variance estimation.

Lemma B.17. Let

ZN =
1√
NhN

N∑

i=1

Wi(c, hN )
4− 6

Rit1
−ρ(c)

hN

P(Ji(c) = 1)f(ρ(c))
ǫi

Then, under Assumptions B.2 and B.4,

Var(ZN ) → 4

P(Ji(c) = 1)f(ρ(c))
σ2+

as N → ∞.

Proof. It suffices to compute the limit

E

[

1(Rit1 ∈ [ρ(c), ρ(c) + hN ])

hN

(

2− 3
Rit1 − ρ(c)

hN

)2

ǫ2i | Ji(c) = 1

]

= E

[

1(Rit1 ∈ [ρ(c), ρ(c) + hN ])

hN

(

2− 3
Rit1 − ρ(c)

hN

)2

E[ǫ2i | Ji(c) = 1, Rit1 ] | Ji(c) = 1

]

=
1

hN

∫ ρ(c)+hN

ρ(c)

(

2− 3
r − ρ(c)

hN

)2

σ2
+(r)f(r) dr (Denote the conditional variance with σ2

+)

=

∫ 1

0

(2− 3v)2σ2
+(ρ(c) + hNv)f(ρ(c) + hNv) dv

→ σ2
+f(ρ(c)) ·

∫ 1

0

(2 − 3v)2 dv (Dominated convergence and continuity)

= σ2
+f(ρ(c)).

Thus, the limiting variance is

1

NhN
·N · P(Ji(c) = 1) · 4hN

P(Ji(c) = 1)2f(ρ(c))2
(σ2

+f(ρ(c)) + o(1)) → 4

P(Ji(c) = 1)f(ρ(c))
.

�

Lemma B.18 (Lyapunov). Let

ZN =
1√
NhN

N∑

i=1

Wi(c, hN )
4− 6

Rit1
−ρ(c)

hN

P(Ji(c) = 1)f(ρ(c))
ǫi ≡

N∑

i=1

ZN,i.

Then, under Assumptions B.2 and B.4 NE|ZN,i|2+ε → 0 where ε is given in Assumption B.2. Hence

ZN
d−→ N

(

0,
4

P(Ji(c) = 1)f(ρ(c))
σ2+

)

.

Proof. The part after “hence” follows directly from the Lyapunov CLT for triangular arrays.
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Now,

E|ZN,i|2+ε =
P(Ji(c) = 1)

NhN (NhN)ε/2
·E
[

1(Rit1 ∈ [ρ(c), ρ(c) + hN ]) ·
(

2− 3
Rit1 − ρ(c)

hN

)2+ε

ǫ2+ε
i | Ji(c) = 1

]

Since the 2 + ε moment of ǫi is uniformly bounded, and Rit1 − ρ(c) < hN whenever 1(Rit1 ∈
[ρ(c), ρ(c) + hN ]) = 1, the above is bounded above by

BCLT
1

N(NhN)ε/2
= o(N)

for some constant BCLT . �

Lemma B.19 (WLLN for triangular arrays, Durrett (2019) Theorem 2.2.11). For each n let Xn,k

be independent for 1 ≤ k ≤ n. Let bn > 0 with bn → ∞. Let Xn,k = Xn,k1 (|Xn,k ≤ bn|). Suppose
that as n→ ∞,

(1)
∑

k P {|Xn,k| > bn} → 0

(2) b−2
n

∑n
k=1 E[X

2
n,k] → 0.

Let Sn =
∑

kXn,k and let µn = E[Xn,k], then

1

bn
(Sn − µn)

p−→ 0.

Lemma B.20 (Variance estimation). Let N+ be the number of observations with Ji(CN ) = 1 and

Rit1 ∈ [ρ(CN ), ρ(CN )+hN ]). Then, under Assumptions B.2 and B.4, and that β̂0 = µ+(ρ(c))+op(1),

NhN
N+

(

1

N+

N∑

i=1

Wi(CN , hN )Yi(CN )2 − β̂20

)

p−→ σ2+
P(Ji(c) = 1)f(ρ(c))

.

Proof. Note that

1

NhN
N+ =

1

NhN

∑

i

Wi(CN , hN ) =
1

NhN

∑

i

Wi(c, hN ) + op(1) = P(Ji(c) = 1)f(ρ(c)) + op(1)

(Lemmas B.10 and B.12)

By Lemma B.11 and Corollary B.13, we have that

1

NhN

N∑

i=1

Wi(CN , hN)Y 2
i (CN ) =

1

NhN

N∑

i=1

Wi(c, hN )Y 2
i (c) + op(1)

= P(Ji(c) = 1)E

[
1(Rit1 ∈ [ρ(c), ρ(c) + hN ])

hN
Yi(c)

2 | Ji(c) = 1

]

+ op(1)

→ P(Ji(c) = 1)E[Yi(c)
2 | Ji(c) = 1, Rit1 = ρ(c)]f(ρ(c)).

The second equality follows from Lemma B.19, which requires some justification. Barring that, the

claim follows via Slutsky’s theorem, noting that β̂0 = µ+(ρ(c)) + op(1).

To show the second equality above, let Xk,N = Wk(c, hN )Y 2
i (c) and let bN = NhN . Note that by

Markov’s inequality and Assumption B.2,

P (Xk,N > bN ) = P
(

Wk(c, hN )Yi(c)
2+ε > b

1+ε/2
N

)

.
E[Wk(c, hN )]

b
1+ε/2
N

.
hN

b
1+ε/2
N

.
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Thus the first condition of Lemma B.19 is satisfied:
∑

k

P[Xk,N > bN ] . bN/b
1+ε/2
N → 0.

Note that E[Xk,N ] . hN since E[Xk,N | Xk,N 6= 0] <∞. Note that (Lemma 2.2.13 Durrett, 2019)

E[X
2

k,N ] =

∫ bN

0

2yP(Xk,N > y) dy .

∫ bN

0

2y
hN

y1+ε/2
dy

via the same Markov’s inequality argument. Calculating the integral shows that

b−2
N

∑

k

E[X
2

k,N ] → 0

and thus the second condition follows. The implication of Lemma B.19 is that

1

NhN

N∑

i=1

Wi(c, hN )Y 2
i (c) = E

[

1

NhN

N∑

i=1

Wi(c, hN )Y 2
i (c)1(Y

2
i (c) < NhN )

]

+ op(1).

Since E[Y 2
i (c) | Ji(c) = 1, Rit1 = r] < BV <∞,

E

[

1

NhN

N∑

i=1

Wi(c, hN )Y 2
i (c)1(Y

2
i (c) < NhN)

]

= E

[

1

NhN

N∑

i=1

Wi(c, hN)Y 2
i (c)

]

+ o(1),

concluding the proof. �
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